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Abstract
Research shows race concordance between patient and health professional positively influences
health outcomes and community health. For African American (AA) communities, increases in
minority health professional training produce these positive outcomes. However, Southern states
have historically faced challenges in providing equal access to higher education for AA students,
creating a barrier to patient-to-health professional race concordance. From 2001-2006, the Geier
Consent Decree was instituted by a Southern state in Tennessee to increase AA enrollment at the
state’s largest public medical school. Despite the legal mandate to eradicate segregation, ten
years after the end of the decree, AA medical school enrollment dropped from 9.5% to an
astonishingly low 1.76% in 2016. The purpose of this study is to examine the effects of this
major consent decree on AA enrollment at the state’s largest public medical school in Tennessee.
The comprehensive retrospective review and its five-year effect included a qualitative analysis of
historical documents and in-depth semi-structured interviews. The key informants were selected
through snowball sampling based on their relevant knowledge of the study. The study also
included a quantitative data analysis of AA enrollment, comparing data during the decree, 20012006, to data after the dismissal of the lawsuit in 2006, 2007-2018. Results indicate that despite
the legal mandate, a lack of ongoing funding after 2006 and reduced institutional and personal
support led to an eventual decline in AA enrollment. The results further suggest that legal
initiatives such as a consent decree are beneficial in setting diversity standards, however other
key factors come into play in ensuring successful sustainable plans for eradicating segregation.
Keywords: Geier Consent Decree, admissions policy, physician race concordance,
affirmative action
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
Background and Need
A preponderance of scientific evidence touts the value of a diverse healthcare workforce
and its ability to improve health outcomes in diverse communities (Kelly-Blake, et al., 2018).
Moreover, a diverse physician workforce that is representative of the population it serves is vital
to a community’s healthcare, augmenting hard science with cultural competence, supporting
increased patient trust, and other non-scientific elements that are essential to improving health
outcomes (Smedley, Butler, & Bristow, 2004). Also, research reveals that non-white physicians
provide a disproportionate amount of care to support the health outcomes of underserved groups.
These include racial/ethnic groups of people of color, members of groups that have been
historically underrepresented in medical school admissions, the socioeconomically
disadvantaged, uninsured individuals, and patients who speak English as a second language
(ESL) (Marrast, Zallman, Woolhandler, Bor, & McCormick, 2014). Although providing
culturally competent care is the responsibility of all physicians, research shows physician-patient
race concordance to be a strong predictor of patient willingness to seek and comply with
healthcare treatment (Traylor, Schmittdiel, Uratsu, Mangione, & Subramanian, 2010).
The population of the United States is becoming more and more diverse with 60.4%
reporting as “White alone, not Hispanic or Latino;” 18.3% reporting as Hispanic/Latino; 13.4%
reporting as Black/African American; and 5.9% reporting as Asian - for a combined 37.6% in
diverse racial/ethnic groups referred to as people of color (U.S. Census, 2019). However, the
physician workforce population is not aligned with these percentages of diversity (Sullivan,
2004). The National Institutes of Health report in 2018 that “while the racial and ethnic diversity
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of the U.S. population continues to increase, the physician workforce has been diversifying at a
much slower speed and uneven course” (Xierali & Nivet, 2018, p. 18).
According to the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC) “Among active
physicians, 56.2% identified as White, 17.1% identified as Asian, 5.8% identified as Hispanic,
and 5.0% identified as Black or African American. Note that the race 13.7% of active physicians
is Unknown, making that the largest subgroup after White and Asian” (AAMC, 2018). These
data demonstrate the disparity among the AA physician and surgeon workforce in comparison to
their representation within the general U.S. population with whites and Asian Americans making
up the largest percentage of physicians and surgeons. Increasing diversity among health
professionals is both logical and clear, as the outcomes can be beneficial to all (Smedley, et. al.,
2004).
In noting the need for a more diverse workforce and the importance of the physicianpatient race concordance, Cincinnati College of Medicine Associate Dean for the Office of
Diversity Dr. Mia Mallory, stated, “Patients do better when they are taken care of by people who
look like them” (O’Donnell, 2019). However, physician-patient race concordance is extremely
challenging because the AA population is underrepresented in medicine, constituting only 5% of
the entire U.S. physician workforce and only 7% of the student population matriculating through
medical school (Rao & Flores, 2007). 2007 data shows there has been little increase in the
percentage of AA physicians in the last ten years (Rao and Flores, 2007). Dr. Mallory’s
comments emphasize the need for AA medical professionals. Therefore, effective and
sustainable strategies to increase AA medical school student enrollment are not only essential to
improving community health outcomes but also to achieving parity with the AA population
(Smedley, et. al., 2004).
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Problem Statement
Southern states have historically faced challenges in providing equal access to higher
education for African American students. For this reason, on May 15, 1968, Rita Sanders [Geier]
filed a lawsuit against the State of Tennessee for maintaining policies that perpetuated unlawful
segregation in public higher educational institutions. Some 33 years later, in 2001, the suit was
settled with the Court-approved Geier Consent Decree. The five-year settlement agreement, set
to run through 2006, included a comprehensive financially supported agreement purposed to
eliminate all vestiges of segregation in Tennessee state funded higher education institutions
(Gonzalez, 2017). Yet, fourteen years after the courts concluded that Tennessee’s obligations to
increase AA student enrollment in post-secondary schools of higher learning had been fulfilled,
dismissing the case in 2006, the 2020 class of medicine at the West Tennessee academic health
science center has an AA enrollment of 1.76% (UTHSC, 2018). This 3 out of 170 student ratio
almost mirrors the 1964 class when the school graduated its first AA male (Perry, 2019).
Federal agencies and decades of efforts have worked to increase underrepresented
minority (URM) students in higher education. “However, less attention has been focused on
effective strategies to reduce institutional and policy level barriers to URM participation in
health professions training” (Smedley, et. al., 2004, p. 57). Institutions must remain vigilant in
monitoring programs to ensure diversity strategies are effective, adjusting when necessary
(Williams, 2013). All players must return and remain at the table to develop strategies to
improve health outcomes, building a sustainable plan to increase the percentage of AA
representation in the school of medicine. Scientific evidence shows strong collaboration can
create communities of opportunity that increase AA enrollment and therefore positively
influence health outcomes (Williams and Cooper, 2019).
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Study Purpose
This study examined the perceived effects of the Geier Consent Decree on AA student
enrollment at the public medical school in West Tennessee. It included a data analysis of AA
enrollment at the institution, during the decree period, 2001-2006 and during the ten-year span
after the dismissal of the case, 2007-2018. It also involved a retrospective historical review of the
Geier Consent Decree. Material used to conduct this review consisted of articles, reports, policies
and in-depth interviews with key informants. Subjects selected for the interviews were selected
using the snowball method, evaluating until saturation was met. Snowball sampling is suitable
for connecting the researcher with a hidden population of individuals with relevant information
to the study (Etikan, 2016).
Transcriptions of eleven interviews were analyzed for identification of common themes.
Research Question
The research question for this study is, how did the Geier Consent Decree influence
African American enrollment at Tennessee’s public medical school in West Tennessee. The
research methodology used to answer the questions is a qualitative case study.
Yin indicates a case study should be used when the study focus is to answer how or why
(Yin, 2009). Studies show the case study method is helpful in analysis of a system in place
during a specific time (Berg & Lune, 2018). The examination was conducted in order to gain an
in-depth understanding of the influence of judicial decisions such as the Geier Consent Decree
on AA enrollment. Information obtained from the case study can be used to directly influence
institutional and state policies that support a diversified student body and physician workforce
population.
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Significance of the Study
There is a body of work reviewing the influence of the Geier Consent Decree, examining
various themes at Tennessee’s public undergraduate campuses such as the influence of the Geier
Consent Decree on faculty retention (Winn, 2008), desegregation efforts during the decree
(Jackson-McCoy, 2008) and evaluating the outcome of pipeline programs (Liftoff, 2007).
However, no study has been found that reviewed the outcome of the actions required under the
decree on Tennessee’s public graduate schools, particularly the school of medicine in West
Tennessee. Understanding that there is a 5% AA physician workforce available to serve the
13.4% AA population, when examining trends that occurred during periods of decisive diversity
initiatives, can be advantageous in evaluating the ultimate effectiveness of such initiatives and
help in providing a long-term solution to the crisis.
The Geier Consent Decree was selected as the case study for this project because of its
role in changing public education throughout the southern United States (Gonzalez, 2017).
Reviewing enrollment trends during and after the decree, as well as policies set in place as a
result of the mandates within the decree, will clarify the depth of influences that this legal action
has had on AA enrollment. It is hopeful that findings will inform state and national policy
makers, as well as educators, on sustainable strategies that support diversity in higher education
as well as in healthcare.
The public health ramifications are key. Who is responsible for ensuring all Americans
have equal access to a qualified health provider? Can an increase in access to culturally
competent physicians occur without appropriately addressing school of medicine enrollment
trends with low percentages of AA students. Who should have a seat at the table, advocating for
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measurable successful strategies to increase the number of AA students who matriculate through
medical school?
The study conducted found evidence that suggests a variety of sectors of society are
responsible for playing a role that supports AA enrollment into medical school.
Significance of the Review
The literature reviewed included the ways individuals and institutions could influence
enrollment and shared examples of successful outcomes when all stakeholders played their role.
The review focused on three key areas: The value of patient-physician race concordance,
race conscious enrollment policies, and the impact of the Geier Consent Decree. The Geier
Consent Decree provides context for analyzing concordance and race conscious judicial policies.
It is expected that findings in these areas will shed new light on this complex topic, ultimately
provoking and shaping informed academic and healthcare policies.
Baxter and Jack indicated a qualitative case study includes thorough program evaluation
as well as the development of theories and interventions, through exploring multiple facets of a
phenomenon (2009). This qualitative case study explored the impact of the Geier Consent
Decree, evaluating the extent of the outcomes. It used 2001-2018 quantitative AA enrollment
data and qualitative analysis of historical documents and interviews to evaluate the depth of
influence made on AA enrollment as a result of the decree.
The findings will be submitted for publications to the Journal of Health Care for the Poor
and Underserved.
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CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
The purpose of this chapter is to give a comprehensive review of literature relevant to
this study. The key areas of focus are:
•

Patient-physician race concordance,

•

Race-conscious judicial policies that influence African American enrollment in
higher education, and

•

The Geier Consent Decree

Patient-Physician Race Concordance in Scarce Provider Environment
The shortage of medical care providers has been addressed in Congress since it instituted
the first federal program addressing the demands of physicians, dentists, and other health
professions for a distribution of manpower in the Health Professions Educational Assistance Act
of 1963 (Kline & Janet, 1971). In 1971 Kline and Janet indicated population and shifting social
forces were key contributors to the decline in the number of medical professionals. Kline and
Janet quoted Massachusetts Senator Ted Kennedy’s arguments to Congress.
For a number of years, this body has been authorizing funds to enable Americans to
purchase health care. Medicare and Medicaid are two of our most successful efforts in
this regard. During this period, however, we have failed to take adequate measures to
increase the capacity of our health care system. We have increased the demand for health
care services while doing nothing to increase the supply. This imbalance has most
certainly contributed to the rapid inflation of cost and the long waiting lines. (Kline &
Janet, 1971, pg. 830).
This statement on the need to increase the pool of providers was made almost 50 years ago, yet it
rings true and is unfortunately still relevant.
Patient-physician race concordance, occurring when the patient and physician are of the
same race, has been advocated in numerous studies to support the need for increasing minority
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physician representation (LaVeist & Nuru-Jeter, 2002). The importance of providing this nation
with adequate access to healthcare providers quipped with cultural competence has been
discussed and addressed as far back as 1963 (Kline & Janet, 1971).
The impact of patient-physician race concordance is clearly not a new phenomenon and
is a public health concern, not just a community issue. The inequities as a result of the imbalance
in the racial makeup of the physician workforce are a public health concern because they
adversely affect the lives of every citizen as they negatively impact the economy, business
efficiency, national security and compromise this nation’s commitment to justice for all
(Weinstein, Geller, Negussie, & Baciu, 2017).
Patient-physician race concordance is linked to positive health outcomes because it is
supportive of patient trust (Smedley, Butler, & Bristow, 2004). One study found that there are
low levels of involvement and compliance with plan of care, dissatisfaction with the health care
provider, and increased levels of distrust, when race-concordance is non-existent (Cooper,
2003). Another study examined preference for race concordance, controlling for patient,
provider, and facility effects, in 109,745 diabetes patients, and found that patients of every race
preferred concordance indicating it supported trust and influenced willingness to seek
healthcare (Traylor, Schmittiel, Urtsu, Mangione, & Subramanian, 2010).
In the seminal report, Missing Persons: Minorities in the Health Professions, the
Sullivan Commission on Diversity in the Healthcare Workforce at the Duke University School
of Medicine conducted national hearings, conducted to “make policy recommendations to bring
about systemic change that will address the scarcity of minorities in our health professions”
(Sullivan, 2004, p. i).
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Using the testimonies of more than 140 witnesses, diversity was charted as the key to
excellent care delivery. Former secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and Human
Services (HHS) and Sullivan Commission Chair Louis W. Sullivan, M.D wrote:
We call upon leaders in the public and private sectors in our country, including
key stakeholders in the health and education systems, to act on these
recommendations and to solve this crisis by utilizing the strategy of inclusion in
crafting solutions. It is time to correct the imbalance in our health professions. If
we fail to do so, we risk catastrophe in view of the rapid demographic changes
occurring in our society (Sullivan, 2004, p. 2).
Race concordance was also listed as a key factor in 53% of 137 articles published between
2000 and 2015 when controlling for the need to increase AA representation in medical school
(Kelly-Blake, et al., 2018). “To achieve that new vision, care must be provided by a welltrained, qualified and culturally competent health professions workforce that mirrors the
diversity of the population it serves” (Sullivan, 2004, p. 2).
Race conscious judicial policies
Despite many judicial actions, corporate, and community initiatives to increase
underrepresented minority (URM) students in medical school, little progress has been made in
the past decade. Matriculation through medical school peaked in 1996 with 6,663 URM
applicants. However, by the year 2000, the 5,511-applicant pool represented a 17% decrease
(AAMC, 2014).
Southern states have historically faced tremendous challenges in dismantling segregation.
The Brown v. Board of Education (1954) ruling set to abolish segregation, was a landmark legal
battle, establishing precedent in judicial decisions by determining that segregation was
unconstitutional. The Southern Education Foundation reported that the extreme resistance to
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desegregation in the South gave rise to more than 450 laws and resolutions aimed at retaining
race division (2019).
One historic legal battle in the fight to compel Southern states to desegregate was Adams
v. Richardson 1971 (Litolff, 2007). The case was filed by the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) against the federal department of Health, Education
and Welfare (HEW) for not penalizing nine Southern states for non-compliance with the Title VI
Civil Rights Act. This legal action resulted in the creation of tougher desegregation standards,
mandating compliance by all states named in the lawsuit by the end of the 30-year term covered
by this ruling. Yet, there is cause for concern that segregation has reoccurred. The results
revealed in 1980 were that the minimum range of AA student enrollment increased by 28% to a
maximum of 56%. However, results revealed that over time regression began. Rather than
increasing over time, the AA enrollment rate has regressed to the initial rates seen during the
beginning stages of the 30-year litigation term (Litolff 2007). Another landmark Supreme Court
case, United States v. Fordice, was decided in 1992, 38 years after Brown and 17 years after the
Adams ruling, mandating the Southern state of Mississippi to abolish segregation (Emery, 2006).
Therefore, evidence shows that race conscious judicial policies made initial progress,
but many public institutions of higher learning have re-segregated (Litolff, 2007). Hartocollis
attributes the re-segregation of universities to the recent decade-long shift in the role race plays
in college admissions. The New York Times article, “50 Years of Affirmative Action, What
Went Right What Went Wrong,” notes that there was once a period when institutions
understood their individual responsibility to ensure all higher education integration efforts were
put forth, however the current climate does not represent a sense of urgency to diversify
(Hartocollis, 2018). In the noteworthy report, “In The Nation’s Compelling Interest, Ensuring
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Diversity in the Health-Care Workforce,” Smedley cites this climate change as bearing
responsibility for the state referendums and judicial decisions in the past decade that limit the
ability of universities to consider race in the admissions process (Smedley, Butler, & Bristow,
2004). The report questions whether current judicial policies are unintentionally creating
barriers to providing Americans with quality, culturally competent caregivers that every
individual is deserving of (Smedley, Butler, & Bristow, Page xiii, 2004).
Critics who oppose using race as a factor in the admissions process argue it is
preferential treatment, racism against white males, and discriminatory (Pojman, 1998). The
arguments cited by Pojman include assertions that it is unconstitutional to exclude a white
applicant with a high test score and accept an AA with a lower test score (1998). However,
Rothstein argued that it is unconstitutional for this nation to continue to support policies that
reinforce segregated neighborhoods, leading to the segregated schools that ultimately influence
test scores (2017). His study showed that individuals who are from poor neighborhoods are less
likely to receive the education and exposure needed to prepare for competitive college entrance
testing (Rothstein, 2017). Studies further report test scores to be an easy way to compile data
and compare applicants but conclude that equal relevance and weight should be given to the
achievements and contributions made throughout the student’s life, as they more accurately
depict quality and character (Bowen and Bok 1998). Bowmen and Bok examined data from
45,000 students of all races and found any argument against using race for consideration in the
admission process to be void of substance. They found admissions processes that considered
race to be successful in advancing the institution’s educational and societal goals (1998).
Institutions are responsible for ensuring diversity and this goal is a clear and consistent
priority. Evidence suggests systemic institutional changes are required to ensure diversity and
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these changes will only occur from the top down (Smedley, Butler, & Bristow, 2004). Ohio
State University College of Medicine used a top down approach, being named 9th in the nation
for increasing AA enrollment. University higher administration and the school’s board of
trustees established goals and expectations for ensuring success, approving an admissions
process that gave equal merit to experience and contributions as it did to test scores (Smola,
2018).
The leaders of the institution are responsible for establishing diversity goals, expectations
and setting the tone for how these objectives will be met (Smedley, Butler, & Bristow, 2004).
Ohio State’s intentional plan included the mandate that the admissions staff utilized the Implicit
Association Test which evaluated the unconscious bias of white race preference over black
(Capers, Clinchot, Mcdougle, & Greenwald, 2017). This awareness of biases facilitated an
admissions process that resulted in enrolling the most diverse class in the history of the school,
prior to the institutional diversity strategic plan. The approach resulted in an AA enrollment
increase from 13% to 26% (Smola, 2018). Benjamin Franklin profoundly stated, “If you fail to
plan, you are planning to fail.” Diversity must be an intentional institutional plan.
Judicial policies can support the plan of diversity or create barriers to the achievement of
diversity. The argument regarding the responsibility of this branch of government in supporting
diversity in higher education, such as the approval or rejection of race conscious admissions
processes, has been debated for decades (Rothstein, 2017). Despite judicial rulings, institutions
have a moral obligation to society to employ effective processes and procedures that not only
encourage diversity but in fact produce diversity (AAMC, 2018).
Geier Consent Decree
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The Geier Consent Decree emanated from a lawsuit filed in 1968 by Rita Geier, formerly
Rita Sanders, for the purpose of mandating that the State of Tennessee abide by the law to
discontinue practices that created barriers to desegregation. All public secondary educational
institutions in Tennessee were included in the lawsuit and the State was required to dismantle the
dual educational system that presented barriers to the increase of minority enrollment at the
white institutions. Geier was quoted in a Vanderbilt article, reflecting on the legal battle, “Our
suit applied the principle that 'open doors' at all institutions were not enough if you had a system
of education where barriers still existed.” This battle lasted for almost 40 years, leading to the
first merger between a historically black college, Tennessee State University (TSU) and a
predominantly white college, University of Tennessee Nashville (UTN) (Gonzalez, 2017).
However, the merger did not prove to be the answer to desegregation, therefore litigation
continued, leading to the settlement agreement in the 2001 Geier Consent Decree.
Mediator, Carlos Gonzalez, was appointed to monitor the plan and gives an account of
the background of the lawsuit, the development of the decree, and the final dismissal of the suit
in his work, “A Long Journey to Justice: The Story of the Geier Case and the Desegregation of
Tennessee Higher Education” (Gonzalez, 2017). Signed Jan. 4, 2001, the $127 million five-year
settlement agreement was divided into three key elements: statewide issues, Middle Tennessee
issues, and monitoring and oversight. The decree set forth specific obligations, allocating
responsibilities to each institution, with a governing board responsible for ensuring plans were
carried out. Each institution was responsible for reporting on the progress of programs and
adhering to the terms of the decree.
The 2005 final report on enrollment, by system, provided evidence of success. There was
an increase in AA enrollment from 17.8% to 23.5% in Tennessee Board of Regents schools and
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the University of Tennessee system reported an increase from 7.9 to 11.6%. The courts
concluded that the obligations were met, and the lawsuit was dismissed, removing all mandates
to diversify public higher education institutions in Tennessee (Gonzalez, 2017). “Nearly 8
percent of the 19,500 undergraduates at UT-Knoxville in 2004 were Black, up from 5 percent in
1997” (Gonzalez, 2006). However, Gonzalez reported that there was a downward shift in
enrollment numbers after the decree was lifted, as he detailed, “troubling African American
retention and employment rates, and falling graduation rates for low-income students” (2017).
Winn’s qualitative case study explores the impact of the decree on AA faculty and
administration at the three state undergraduate schools concluding that the institutions had
complied with the legal mandates set within the decree. Yet she asserts that plans to diversify
should not have ended when the courts removed the mandates. As a result of the expiration of the
legal requirement to diversify and no apparent ongoing institutional plan to do so, the faculty and
administrative workforce returned to segregation (Winn, 2008).
Jackson-McCoy explored the impact of the earlier 1984 Geier Stipulation on the increase
of minority student enrollment, as well as black faculty and administration at TSU, UofM and
UTK, using a quantitative and qualitative data analysis interpretation. Her study revealed success
during the timeframe of the carefully monitored mandate. The study recommends further study
to evaluate the outcomes post-dismissal, comparing them with outcomes achieved during the
five-year decree including all University of Tennessee campuses (Jackson-McCoy, 2008).
Witherow’s study examined the effectiveness of one prong in the decree, the summer preuniversity enrichment programs designed for AA high school students. The rate of enrollment
into the state institution for the schools studied almost doubled, increasing from 22.7% to 40.4%
(Witherow, 2005).
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Rita Geier planned to eradicate segregation through 38-years of legal battles against the
State of Tennessee. The courts mandated a plan for all state institutions in Tennessee to increase
African American enrollment in four-year degree programs. This study seeks to find if that
diversity of opportunity is still a goal in Tennessee, specifically at the health science center. Does
the goal of diversity have to be enforced by law in order to be effective? This study will examine
and discuss to the most effective measure of increasing African American enrollment into higher
education in a sustainable way.

Chapter 3
20

CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY
The research question for this case study is, how did the Geier Consent Decree influence
African American medical school enrollment.
Study Design
A qualitative case study design was chosen to conduct the work in this study. Baxter &
Jack indicate a qualitative case study approach can be utilized to inform program evaluation as
well as the development of theories and intervention through exploring multiple facets of a
phenomenon (2008). This study examined the influence of the Geier Consent Decree on AA
enrollment at UTHSC COM. The study explored the impetus of the Geier Consent Decree and its
influence on AA enrollment during the decree and fourteen years after its dismissal. It utilized a
single-case study approach, a strategy suitable for investigating a real-world phenomenon (Yin,
2003). The primary data source included a snowball sample of eleven key informant interviews,
selecting a primary informant from that public medical school in West Tennessee.
Population and Sample
This study utilized a mixed method for collecting data. Yin indicated a mixed method
study is effective in answering research questions that require qualitative and quantitative
evidence in order to arrive at the study’s main conclusion. Yin also recommends that establishing
the construct of validity and reliability is best done utilizing more than one source of evidence
(Yin, 2006). Examining the influence of the Geier Consent Decree on the college of medicine
enrollment required collecting quantitative enrollment data that provided evidence on the
decree’s influence and qualitative historical information essential to understanding the depth of
the decree’s influence as well as understanding the perceived long term effect of the measures
taken to execute the provisions of the decree.
21

Quantitative Method
The quantitative data collected included college enrollment data from the largest public
medical school in Tennessee during the decree, 2001-2006, comparing that to data after the
dismissal of the suit in 2006, which would be the years spanning 2007-2018, seen in Exhibit 2a
and 2b. Data was also obtained from pipeline programs comparing the number of pipeline
programs in 2001-2006 with the number of programs in place post decree. A description of
diversity-driven pipeline programs during the Decree period is included in Exhibit 3. Further
analysis reviewed historical documentation, analyzing the effectiveness of the pipeline programs
instituted as a result of the Geier mandate. Variables used to collect the quantitative enrollment
data and pipeline success rates for the institution included race, newly enrolled, 2001-2018 term,
college of medicine and pipeline program participation.
Qualitative Method
Gathering information on the views and perspectives of the key informants with relevant
knowledge to the study can best be collected using a qualitative approach (Yin, 2011). “The
interviewees also can provide shortcuts to the prior history of such situations, helping you to
identify other relevant sources of evidence” (Yin, 2011, pg. 108). Numerical data collected
using the quantitative method is not sufficient evidence to address the research question in its
totality. Therefore, a qualitative method was chosen to gather in depth descriptive information
from eleven participants with information relevant to the study, using the snowball technique.
The qualitative method of gathering such evidence was done so using the snowball technique.
The quality of a key informant interview rests solely on the selection method chosen to identify
those who participate in the study (Kumar, 1989). Therefore, with the snowball method, it was
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critical that the first respondent selected be an individual with intimate knowledge relevant to
this study who is capable of identifying other key informants.
Eligible respondents included individuals with experience working in recruitment during
the time of the decree as well as within the current admissions environment. Eleven individuals
were identified based on their working relationship and 2001-2018 employment term at the
institution. Additional interviews were conducted until saturation of information occurred with
no new relevant themes emerging. Interview questions seen in Exhibit 4.
The primary data source included semi-structured interviews with university associates
such as: former college of medicine dean, three thirty-year veteran retirees, four current higher
administrators, and three administrative staff employees, all with knowledge relevant to the
study. Secondary information retrieved from relevant historical articles and archival documents
was carefully evaluated through a systematic review to provide historical context for the study.
The 60-minute telephone interviews were audio recorded and transcribed then analyzed
for identifying common themes. A general inductive approach to analyzing raw textual data
obtained during interviews is beneficial in facilitating the process of condensing the information
into a summary category of reliable and valid themes linked to the study objective (Thomas,
2006). Yin believes there is no fixed formula for analyzing qualitative data but rather believes
the approach can be left up to the individual style of the investigator (Yin, 2011). The application
tool Otter was chosen to record and transcribe interviews. Otter is commonly used for capturing
critical information during meetings, interviews, lectures and the audio of other important voice
conversations (Otter). Yin shares that software alone should not be used as the final method of
analysis but urges researchers to study the outputs for frequency of codes and code combinations
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(Yin, 2011). General inductive coding continued until all meaningful patterns emerged
facilitating the process of identifying key themes.
Three key themes emerged from the interviews with key informants.
1. Geier funding included scholarships for AA college of medicine students.
2. Geier required intentional plans to recruit underrepresented students.
3. The Geier Consent Decree funded college of medicine pipeline programs.
Quantitative findings were triangulated by retrieving data from the West Tennessee
Health Science Center Fact Sheets for 2011-2018. Enrollment data for years prior to 2011 was
obtained from the Office of Academic Affairs. This analysis is included in a panel study design.
Descriptive statistics were used to examine enrollment trends over time.
Limitations
The initial interview questions required adjustments as it was discovered some
informants had a vast amount of knowledge of diversity initiatives set in place during the decree
period but little knowledge of the decree itself.
Annual reports of desegregation efforts during the five-year decree term, specifically
indicating the outcomes from the public graduate school of medicine in Tennessee were not
found. The request was made to the college of medicine and academic affairs office, but the
location of those files is unknown. Reports that share a comprehensive view of the successful
outcomes of the entire university system composed of four campuses were assessable however
they are not relevant to providing evidence of the success of the school of medicine’s diversity
initiatives.
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CHAPTER FOUR
ARTICLE MANUSCRIPT
Does a state Consent Decree really reduce barriers to African American higher education health
professional enrollment?
Abstract
Studies show increases in African American medical school matriculation are associated with
positive health outcomes. Southern states have historically faced challenges with the
desegregation of institutions of higher education. For this reason, the State of Tennessee
approved the Geier Consent Degree in 2001, a five-year stipulation mandating all state-supported
higher education institutions in Tennessee employ processes and procedures to eradicate
segregation. However, the 2020 class in the state’s largest public medical school in Tennessee
resembles the percentage of African American students present in 1964 when the first African
American graduated from the institution. This qualitative case study involved a comprehensive
retrospective review of the Geier Consent Decree and its five-year effect on enrollment of
African American students at the Tennessee public medical school comparing data during the
decree, 2001-2006 and after the dismissal, 2007-2018. The study also reviewed historical
document analysis and conducted in-depth semi-structured interviews. Evidence indicated over
the ten-year period following the end of the decree in 2006, African American medical school
enrollment dropped from 9.5% to an astonishingly low 1.76% in 2016. Without post-consent
decree funding, medical school outreach efforts were not adequately maintained, and those
policymakers and administrators involved with the effort lost interest and reduced their
commitment to the pipeline programs. Pipeline program advocates need to carefully consider
what might be done to encourage a long-term commitment to the success of such programs,
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including dedicated funding sources and more community involvement influence. Policy makers
must require ongoing evaluation of diversity plans holding institution accountable when goals
are not achieved.
Keywords: Geier Consent Decree, admissions policy, physician patient race
concordance, affirmative action
Problem
The African American (AA) population is underrepresented in medicine, constituting
only 5% (seen in Exhibit 1) of the entire U.S. physician workforce and only 7% of the student
population matriculating through medical school (Rao & Flores, 2007). A preponderance of
scientific evidence touts the value of a diverse healthcare workforce and its ability to improve
health outcomes in diverse communities (Kelly-Blake, et al., 2018). Increases in minority health
professional training produce these positive outcomes. From 2001-2006, the Geier Consent
Decree was instituted by the State of Tennessee, to increase AA enrollment at the state’s largest
public medical school. Despite the legal mandates set by the United States Supreme Court, ten
years after the courts concluded that Tennessee’s obligations to increase AA student enrollment
in post-secondary schools of higher learning had been fulfilled, dismissing the case in 2006, the
2020 class of medicine at the Tennessee academic health science center has an AA enrollment of
1.76% (UTHSC, 2018). This 3 out of 170 student ratio almost mirrors the 1964 class when the
school graduated its first AA male (Perry, 2019).
Approach
This qualitative case study examined the effects of the Geier Consent Decree on AA
student enrollment at the public medical school in Tennessee. It involved a comprehensive
retrospective review of the five-year consent decree. Historical articles and archival documents
were carefully evaluated through a systematic review. In-depth semi-structured key informant
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interviews provided valuable context for the study. The application tool Otter was chosen to
record and transcribe the 60-minute telephone interviews. The transcriptions were analyzed for
identifying common themes. General inductive coding continued until all meaningful patterns
emerged facilitating the process of identifying key themes. This study also included a data
analysis of AA enrollment at the institution during the decree period, 2001-2006 and during the
academic years in the ten-year span after the dismissal of the case, 2007-2018.
Outcomes
Medical school enrollment data
To measure the impact the Geier Consent Decree on AA enrollment, quantitative findings
were triangulated by retrieving data from the Tennessee University Fact Sheets for 2011-2018.
Enrollment data for dates prior to 2011 was obtained from the Office of Academic Affairs.
Descriptive statistics were used to examine enrollment trends over time comparing enrollment
data during the five-year decree term with enrollment trends after the dismissal of the decree.
The study revealed an initial increase in AA medical students occurred when the decree
was enacted in 2001, however, over the ten-year span since the end of the decree in 2006, AA
enrollment dropped from 9.5% to an astonishingly low 1.76% in 2016. The 2001-2018
enrollment data can be seen in Exhibit 2a and 2b.
Key informant interviews
There were eleven key informants identified through snowball sampling based on their
relevant knowledge of the study. The semi-structured interviews included university associates:
one former college of medicine dean, three individuals with more than 35-years of service the
university, four current higher administrators, and three administrative staff employees.
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Informants were asked questions such as, “How would you describe the impact or legacy
of the Geier Consent Decree?” Questions regarding AA recruitment and race conscious
admissions policies were asked, analyzing answers for diversity initiative changes during the
decree and post decree. Open-ended questions probed participants for qualitative evidence that
addressed the research question, how did the Geier Consent Decree influence African American
enrollment at Tennessee’s largest public medical school. Information regarding health career and
pipeline programs administered during the Decree period was shared and can be seen in Exhibit
3. The list of interview questions can be seen in Exhibit 4.
The general inductive qualitative semi-structured analysis of interviews discovered four
key themes:
The results from the key informant interviews were coded and analyzed using the
application Otter (Otter.ai). The word cloud tool in the application was used to display the words
most frequently expressed during the interviews facilitating the recognition of emerging themes.
The most commonly used words included funding, programs, scholarships, support and
underrepresented. The illustration of the word cloud can be seen in Appendix II. Three key
themes developed from the interviews with key informants.
4. Geier funding included scholarships for AA college of medicine students.
5. Geier required intentional plans to recruit underrepresented students.
6. The Geier Consent Decree funded college of medicine pipeline programs.
The majority of informants, 10 out 11, stated the Geier Consent Decree provided
scholarships for AA students to attend the school of medicine. “I recall during those years there
were much more scholarships awarded to AA students but now it is unfortunate that funds are
extremely scarce.” Another word included as part of answers to the questions asked during the
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interview was intentional. “It was apparent, increasing AA enrollment was the plan.” The
informant recalls duties assigned to recruit underrepresented students, including visiting
undergraduate colleges and developing relationships with potential students of which many
matriculated successfully through the college of medicine. “I have attended their weddings and
birthday parties of their children. They were my babies and it was a joy to do my job.” That
particular informant was reassigned to another department in 2007 after major budget cuts.
Lastly, funding for pipeline programs was often the topic of discussion during the open-ended
questionnaires. “We used to have several pipeline programs but now there is only one.” The
across the board consensus of the informants was that the Geier Consent Decree was a major
contributor to any increase in AA enrollment and the dismissal of the decree is the reason
enrollment has reverted.
Historical documentation
Articles and archival documents were carefully evaluated, through a systematic review,
to provide relevant context for study. One item of documentation provided by a key informant
gave a description of pipeline programs that included their beginning and end date. In 2006 the
public medical school in Tennessee managed seven pipeline programs, exposing thousands of
minority teens to healthcare careers. Of those programs, all but one was discontinued with the
majority of the programs ending by 2007. Research revealed funding for some of the programs
was cut in 2006 but not as a direct result of the dismissal of the Geier Consent Decree, as some
of the informants perceived, but as a result of the Department of Labor, Health and Human
Services, and Education and Related Agencies Appropriations Act of 2006, passed by Congress
in December 2005. That act included great reductions in the ability of Health Resources and
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Services Administration (HRSA) to support The Health Careers Opportunity Program (HCOP)
pipeline programs.
Conclusions
Without post-consent decree funding, medical school outreach efforts were not
adequately maintained, and those policymakers and administrators involved with the effort lost
interest and reduced their commitment to the pipeline programs. Funding shortfalls were greatly
aggravated by major state budget cuts during the 2007 recession. Since 2008, inflation-adjusted
state higher education funding has fallen by 13.9% on a per-student basis (2019). It is
unconstitutional for this nation to historically and currently support policies that reinforce
segregated neighborhoods, leading to the segregated schools that ultimately influence test scores
(Rothstein 2017). His study showed that individuals who are from poor neighborhoods are less
likely to receive the education and exposure needed to prepare them for competitive college
entrance testing (Rothstein, 2017).
Despite the legal mandate to eradicate segregation, ten years after the end of the Geier
Consent Decree, AA medical school enrollment at the Tennessee university dropped from 9.5%
to an astonishingly low 1.76% in 2016. The results suggest that legal initiatives such as a consent
decree are beneficial in setting diversity standards, however other key factors come into play in
establishing successful and sustainable plans for eradicating segregation.
Next Steps
Federal agencies and decades of efforts have worked to increase the percentage of
underrepresented minority (URM) students in higher education. “However, less attention has
been focused on effective strategies to reduce institutional and policy-level barriers to URM
participation in health professions training” (Smedley, et. al., 2004, p. 57). Despite judicial
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rulings, institutions have a moral obligation to society to employ effective processes and
procedures that not only encourage diversity but produce diversity (AAMC, 2018). Institutions
must remain vigilant in monitoring programs to ensure diversity strategies are effective,
adjusting when necessary (Williams, 2013).
Administrative leaders are responsible for establishing university diversity goals,
expectations and for setting the tone for how objectives will be met (Smedley, B. D., Butler, A.
S., & Bristow, L. R. 2004). “We call upon leaders in the public and private sectors in our
country, including key stakeholders in the health and education systems, to act on these
recommendations and to solve this crisis by utilizing the strategy of inclusion in crafting
solutions. It is time to correct the imbalance in our health professions. If we fail to do so, we risk
catastrophe in view of the rapid demographic changes occurring in our society” (Sullivan, 2004,
p. 2)
Who is responsible for ensuring all Americans have equal access to a qualified health
provider? Who should have a seat at the table, advocating for measurable successful strategies to
increase the number of AA students who matriculate through medical school? The study
conducted found evidence that suggests a variety of sectors of society are responsible for playing
a role that supports AA enrollment into medical school.
Pipeline program advocates should carefully consider what might be done to encourage a
long-term commitment to the success of such programs, including dedicated funding sources and
more community involvement. Policy makers must require ongoing evaluation of diversity plans,
holding institution accountable when goals are not achieved. They must also consider the
consequences of educational programming budget cuts. All players must return and remain at the
table to develop strategies to improve health outcomes, building a sustainable plan to increase
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the number of AA representation in the school of medicine. Scientific evidence shows strong
collaboration can create communities of opportunity that positively influence health outcomes
(Williams and Cooper, 2019).
Prohibition of AA attendance at majority white schools was abolished in 1960 however
“the non-exclusionary admission policies did little to eliminate segregation’s vestiges”
(Gonzalez, 2017). The 38-year long Geier lawsuit, culminating with the Geier Consent Decree,
occurring because concerned citizens were willing to challenge injustice. “From
the Geier precedent, the United States Supreme Court formed the constitutional principles
governing the desegregation of higher education.”
Arguments were made at the health science center in Tennessee for not supporting the
pipeline programs that served youth. “Should our focus be middle and high school students, or
should it be rising seniors in undergraduate institutions? What is the likelihood of us seeing any
of those middle school students at this institution in our lifetime? We can’t fix it all.” Who is
responsible for ensuring this diverse nation has a diverse physician workforce? This nation is
responsible. Citizens willing to challenge injustice are responsible. An AA 1.76% class ratio is
not representative of the AA population or indicative of an intentional plan to diversify the
physician workforce. Neither is it supportive of the institution’s mission to improve the health
and well-being of Tennesseans and the global community unjust.
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Exhibit 2a Comparative Analysis-TN Public Medical School New Student Enrollment Panel
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Exhibit 2b Comparative Analysis-TN Public Medical School New Student Enrollment Graph
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Exhibit 3

Results/Summer Enrichment/Pipeline
Programs- Decree Period
1. Health Careers
Opportunity Program
(HCOP)-grades 5-12,
began 2001 2.
Freshmen/Sophomores

3. Tennessee Institute
for Pre-Professionals
(TIP) pipeline began in
1987

4. Ronald E McNair
Post-baccalaureate
Achievement Programdiversity research
began 1996

5. Minority Pre-Science
Program-undergrad
students began 1980

6 .Memphis Challengehigh school students
began in 1980

7. School of Health
Science Engineering
Program-undergrad
juniors began in 1980
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Exhibit 4-Key Informant Interviews
1. From your perspective, what was the intended purpose of the Geier Consent Decree?
2. Did the decree include any financial incentives or support to enhance enrollment?
a. If yes, did the organization utilize any of these funds?
3. After the Geier Consent Decree was enacted, were any changes made to the
recruitment plans and programs?
4. What were the admissions criteria and considerations during the Geier Consent
Decree?
5. Are you aware of any changes in recruitment program that occurred upon the ending
of the decree?
6. Can you describe an example of how the ending of the decree influenced your work?
7. What are the current admissions criteria and considerations?
8. How would you describe the current level of financial support for recruitment efforts?
9. How would you describe the impact or legacy of the decree?
10. Are there any items we should have not discussed or that you would like to elaborate
on?
Adjusted questions:
1. Do you know the intended purpose of the Geier Consent Decree?
a. If so, what knowledge do you have regarding that purpose?
2. Do you recall a time when financial incentives or support to enhance enrollment was
greater than the present?
a. If yes, how were those funds utilized?
3. To your knowledge, have there been any changes in recruitment plans over the past
decade or so?
a. If so, do you recall the year those changes occurred?
4. Have there been any changes to your work assignment in regard to support of
diversifying the college of medicine student body since 2006?
5. What were the admissions criteria and considerations during 2001-2006?
6. What are the current admissions criteria and considerations?
7. How would you describe the current level of financial support for AA recruitment
efforts?
8. Are there any items we should have discussed or that you would like to elaborate on
in regard to AA enrollment and initiatives past or present to increase the numbers?
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A. INTRODUCTION

A. Through extended negotiations spanning almost a year and with the help of a

mediator, the parties have reached accord on and have memorialized a process
that will lead to the elimination of the vestiges of Tennessee's prior de jure
system of public higher education (hereinafter the "Agreement"). This
Agreement requires that the Defendants take specific steps. It also sets forth
procedures for further planning, assessment, and additional actions by the
Defendants. This Agreement when fully implemented will create a system of
public higher education that preserves and enhances access and educational
opportunity for black and white students in Tennessee's public colleges and
universities.

\...J

B. In dismantling the vestiges of the former dual system, it is the parties'
intention to create an educational system that enhances the increased
enrollment of African American students at the predominantly white
institutions and that likewise enhances the enrollment of white students at the
State's predominantly black institution. To achieve this goal, the parties are
committed to maintaining educational institutions that are committed to
desegregation and to reaching out to all residents of this State regardless of
race. It is also the intention of the parties that employment and promotion
decisions within the State's system of higher education be made in an
environment unfettered by the discriminatory practices of the old dual system.
The goal is to increase the presence of other-race faculty, staff, and
administrators on the campuses of the State's colleges and universities.

C. The objective of this Agreement is to "eradicate policies and practices
traceable to [the State's] prior dejure system [of public higher education] that
continue to foster Segregation." United States v. Fordice , 505 U.S. 717, 728 , 112
S. Ct. 2727, 120 L. Ed. 2d 575 (1992). The parties are committed to reaching this
objective in a timely and nondiscriminatory manner and agree that with the
implementation of all the provisions of this Agreement, the desegregation of all
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public institutions of higher education in Tennessee will be attained, and the
vestiges of segregation eliminated.

*522 D. The parties and their counsel further agree that the timely

implementation of this Agreement will require all parties to act in a prompt and
cooperative manner throughout the life of the Agreement. Accordingly, all
parties and their counsel agree they shall (1) act in good faith, (2) seek to
minimize expenses and costs whenever possible, (3) not withhold consent
unreasonably, (4) conduct reviews and consultations promptly, and (5) exhaust
all reasonable options before seeking intervention from the Court.

E. If the Tennessee General Assembly does not appropriate sufficient funds to
comply with the fiscal terms of this Agreement, then this Agreement shall be
considered no longer binding on the Plaintiffs and Plaintiff-Inte rvenors.

F. This Agreement is divided into three primary areas: (1) issues related to
higher education in Middle Tennessee; (2), statewide issues affecting student
enrollment, faculty and staff hiring, and promotion decisions; and (3) a plan for
monitoring and assessing the effectiveness of this Agreement.[i]

B. MIDDLE TENNESSEE

I. Tennessee State University

A. Establishment of the TSU Coordinating Committee
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The TSU President shall appoint a racially diverse committee (the "TSU
Committee" or "Committee") composed of faculty, administrators, students
(traditional and nontraditional), and Davidson County business leaders. In
addition, the Chancellor of the TBR and the Executive Director of THEC shall
each appoint one representative to the TSU Committee so that enhancement
issues and budgetary concerns embodied in this Agreement can be assessed
from the broadest possible perspectives. The Committee shall report directly to
the President.

1.

The Committee shall be responsible for coordinating and implementing the
various obligations imposed on TSU under the terms of this Agreement and will
have authority to call upon the various academic and administrative units
within the University as needed. With the approval of the President, the TSU
Committee can operate through subcommittees or task forces as may be
necessary. The specific duties of the Committee are defined in the various
sections of this Agreement.
2.

B. Administrative Enhancements

Tennessee State University shall undertake to enhance the effectiveness and
outreach of its Admissions Office, Financial Aid Office, and Registrar's Office.
To achieve this objective, the University shall take the following steps:

1.

a. Within forty-five (45) days after the appointment of the Monitor, the Monitor
and the TSU President shall jointly select a nationally-recognized consulting
firm that shall conduct a study of the University's admissions, financial aid, and
registrar *523 services. The purpose of the study is to assess these functions, to
identify any policies or practices that may impede attainment of the
Agreement's goals, and to recommend any administrative and structural
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changes in those offices and the programs they administer that will enhance the
administrative efficiency and accessibility of TSU. The consulting firm should
also study how to incorporate the administrative functions of the main campus
with those to be established at the Williams Campus under this Agreement, and
provide suggestions to the parties on how to assess the effectiveness of the
changes to be implemented. The report and recommendation must include a
proposed budget for any recommended changes or enhancements, as well as a
timetable for implementation and a plan for post-implementation evaluation.

In preparing the report, the consulting firm should interview students,
faculty, staff, administrators, and where appropriate, TBR officials. In
conducting its study, the consulting firm must secure the views of traditional
and nontraditiona[l 2J students, of black and white students as well as a crosssection of the faculty. The consulting firm should also seek out individuals who
applied, were admitted, but chose not to attend the University and individuals
who had requested information about the Universi ty, or sought an application
but chose not to apply.
1.

The purpose of this study and any subsequent proposals is to assist the
University in positioning itself to achieve its educational mission as a major
state-supported urban and comprehensive university in part by creating an
administrative and admissions process that is responsive to the needs of current
students and applicants seeking admission to the University.
2.

b. The consulting firm shall deliver its report and recommendations to the
President of TSU for his review and assessment. The President's assessment of
the consulting firm's report and recommendations, together with the firm's
report, shall be sent to the Monitor and to the parties of record. The study shall
be completed and the report of the consulting firm delivered to the Monitor and
the parties within nine (9) months of the consulting firm's appointment. Upon
receipt of the study, the parties shall have thirty (30) days to comment on the
proposal to the Monitor.
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After consulting with the Private Plaintiff, Plaintiff Intervenors, the
University, and the TBR, the Monitor shall recommend those changes that in
his or her judgment are educationally sound and practicable and appropriate in
light of the obligations and objectives contained in this Agreement. The goal of
the Monitor shall be to secure the parties' agreement on the steps to be taken
and a timetable for implementation. If parties agree on a course of action and
timetable, then the Monitor shall file with the Court the terms of that agreement
and the State shall carry out the agreement.

1.

If the parties are unable to agree, then the Monitor in his or her discretion
can call upon nationally-recognized educational experts to review the issues and
offer an *524 opinion. Thereafter, the parties with the help of the Monitor, will
again consider a course of implementation. If they are unsuccessful, then the
Monitor shall so inform the Court and shall file his or her recommendation with
the Court.
2.

C. Recruitment of Other-Race and Nontraditional Students

The President of TSU in consultation with the TSU Committee and Dean of
Admissions and Records shall develop and implement a plan to recruit otherrace and nontraditional students to TSU. The plan should include, as
appropriate, using existing recruiting programs, including pre-university
programs. The TSU Dean of Admissions and Records shall be provided with at
least two recruiters, support staff, and the resources necessary to recruit otherrace students to TSU. A focus of the plan must be on the recruitment of
nontraditional students. As part of the plan, consideration shall be given to
establishing programs that are specifically designed to introduce, or
reintroduce, nontraditional age students to college. At least one of the
recruiters' primary focus must be on nontraditional students planning to attend
the Williams Campus.
1.
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a. The TSU President or the Dean of Admissions and Records on behalf of the
president shall submit the recruiting plan to the parties and the Monitor for
review. After consulting with the Private Plaintiffs, Plaintiff Intervenors, the
University, and the TBR, the Monitor shall recommend to the parties those
portions of the plan that he or she believes should be adopted or modified. The
goal of the Monitor shall be to secure the parties' agreement to the plan and to a
timetable for implementation. If successful, then the Monitor shall file with the
Court the terms of the plan and the University shall carry out the plan within
the time specified.

b. If the parties are unable to agree, then the Monitor in his or her discretion
can call upon nationally-recognized educational experts to review the issues and
offer an opinion. Thereafter, the parties, with the help of the Monitor, will again
consider the matter. If they are unsuccessful, then the Monitor shall so inform
the Court and shall file his or her recommendation with the Court.

D. Institutional Public Relations

The University, subject to the funding available in Paragraph (c) below, shall
undertake a two-year intensive public relations campaign in the
Nashville/Davidson County metropolitan area. The essential purpose of the
campaign is to increase awareness about the University and its educational
opportunities throughout the metropolitan population and particularly among
that segment of the population that has not traditionally been aware of the
opportunities available at TSU. The campaign shall emphasize the
programmatic offerings for working adult students at the Williams Campus and
available financial aid programs. The campaign must convey the image of TSU
as a racially diverse institution dedicated to educational excellence and service
to all segments of Middle Tennessee's population and its commitment to
welcoming other-race students. The campaign shall begin once academic
courses are available in significant number at nontraditional times and on

1.
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weekends, and will feature prominently the University's commitment to
diversity and to the education of nontraditional students.

a. The TSU Committee shall coordinate and plan the advertising program. *525
The Committee shall seek the assistance of professionals with expertise in
advertising and public relations within the Nashville metropolitan area and
shall submit an advertising plan to the parties and Monitor in advance of
initiating the campaign. The plan shall include the specifics of the campaign
including identification of any private companies proposed to conduct or assist
in the campaign, a time line for implementation of the plan, and a budget. The
plan should be submitted to the parties and the Monitor at the same time the
report on the enhancement of the Williams Campus is submitted.

b. The parties then shall have thirty (30) days to send their comments to the
Monitor. Upon consideration of the plan and the comments of the parties, the
Monitor shall approve the plan or propose modifications. Any proposed
modifications shall be resubmitted to the parties for consideration.

c. The public relations campaign shall be funded jointly by the State and the
University with the State responsible for 65% of the cost of the campaign. The
State's total obligation for the campaign will depend on the amount contributed
to the campaign by the University. The State's financial contribution to the
campaign shall not exceed $400,000 over the two-year campaign period. The
University's commitment to the campaign may include securing in-kind
contributions such as the gratis services of a public relations firm, printing firm,
production firm, etc. The University shall continue to advertise in Middle
Tennessee even after this jointly funded campaign is concluded.

TSU and TBR officials shall certify the amount of institutional funding or inkind contributions. The State shall use existing procedures, or design a

1.

procedure, for verification of the amounts.
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E. Establishment of a College of Public Service and Urban
Affairs and Program Exclusivity

1. If TSU can

meet the ordinary procedures and policies of the TBR and THEC
regarding the creation of a new College of Public Service and Urban Affairs,
then TSU may establish such a college provided, however, that it should delay
petitioning the TBR until after the enhancements at the Williams Campus are
planned and underway.

a. The purpose of such a college would be to consolidate existing programs and
academic departments within a coherent administrative structure augmented
from time to time by new programs where the requisite demonstration of need
can be established and the requirement of start-up resources met by the
University.

b. The University shall be responsible through its own resources for the start-up
costs associated with the establishing of a College of Public Service and Urban
Affairs. The college shall be organized in a manner consistent with other
existing colleges at the University.

TSU shall maintain its current exclusivity in Middle Tennessee for all current
academic programs in which it now enjoys exclusivity unless there is a
demonstrated need for duplication and such duplication will not adversely
affect the desegregation of TSU.
2.

F. The Endowment/or Educational Excellence
\

,,
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1. The parties agree to the creation of a State and University partnership to
establish the TSU Endowment for *526 Educational Excellence
("Endowment").

a. The State shall contribute one million dollars annually for ten years to the
TSU Endowment. For the first ten years of the Endowment, the State shall also
match, dollar for dollar, any privately raised gifts by the University up to an
additional $10 million. The State, however, shall never be required to pay more
than $1.5 million in matching funds in any given year. If private donations to
the Endowment exceed $1.5 million in any given year, the excess shall be
carried forward to the next year and applied toward the match for that year. If
private donations are less than one million in any given year, the State will
match the amount actually raised. At the end of the ten year period, and
assuming the University can secure the full match, the TSU Endowment will
have a corpus in excess of $30 million.

\ ...J..

b. At least 25% of the annual income from the Endowment must be reinvested
in the Endowment's corpus.

c. The Endowment income not annually reinvested in the corpus must be used
for educational purposes at Tennessee State University. Those purposes include
merit-based scholarships, faculty development, research grants and support,
Chairs of Excellence and Centers of Excellence, support of lectures and lecture
series on the campus by nationally known authorities. The earnings from the
Endowment can also be used for the enhancement and expansion of library
holdings and services including enhancing access to electronic library services.
Endowment income may also be spent on management fees associated with the
management of the Endowment.

\... /
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d. Income from the Endowment can never be used to construct buildings or to
maintain facilities, nor can Endowment income be used for student athletic
scholarships or to support the University's athletic program. Endowment
income cannot be used to pay compensation to any trustees of the Endowment
and Endowment principal cannot be spent without the consent of the Court.

e. Of the Endowment income to be annually devoted to merit-based
scholarships, no more than one-third of such aid may be awarded to out-ofstate students. The sole criterion for awarding Endowment scholarships shall be
merit. Endowment scholarships shall not be limited to full-time or residential
students. Of the Endowment income to be annually devoted to funding faculty
research grant proposals, the University shall review the proposals and disburse
funds pursuant to normal and currently established procedures including
procedures for involving faculty.

f. TSU and TBR officials shall certify to the State the amount of annual private
giving to the Endowment. The State shall use existing procedures, or design a
procedure, for verification of the amounts.

The TSU Endowment shall begin one year after the Court approves this
Agreement. The one-year period following approval of this Agreement is to be
used by the University to prepare appropriate legal documents and to secure
such tax exemptions as may be appropriate. The year shall also be used by the
University to devise a plan for effective fund raising. The documents formally
establishing the Endowment and the management thereof shall be submitted to
the parties and the Monitor for review prior *527 to execution by the trustees of
the Endowment .
2.

G. Facilities Review
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1. Within

ninety (90) days of the approval of this Agreement, The United States,
at its own expense, shall employ a facilities consultant to examine whether in
the judgment of the consultant and The United States the vestiges of
segregation concerning the facilities on the TSU main campus have been
removed to the extent practicable and consistent with sound educational
practices.

The United States' facilities consultant will conduct on-site visits at MTSU,
TSU and UM. In advance of those visits, the consultant will require
documentation regarding facilities at selected institutions and the investment of
state money in university physical plants. Accordingly, within one hundred
twenty (120) days of the approval of this Agreement, the State shall make
available (in narrative form or for inspection and copying, as appropriate) to the
United States and the private plaintiffs those documents that are reasonably
necessary to enable the United States to make the planned assessment. The
United States and the State shall, within sixty (60) days of the approval of this
Agreement, confer and agree upon those documents within the State's
possession, custody or control that are to be made available to the United States
and private plaintiffs.
2.

3. Within one hundred eighty (180) days of the approval of this Agreement and
on mutually agreeable dates, the State shall provide The United States and its
consultant with reasonable access to the facilities, buildings and grounds at
TSU, MTSU, and UM so that site visits may be conducted at each campus.

4. The United States agrees to provide the State, the other parties, and the
Monitor a copy of the consultant's report and recommendations.

5. The State shall review the consultant's report and recommendations and shall
respond within ninety (90) days of receipt of the report. Any other party
wishing to respond to the consultant's report may do so within the same time
permitted the State. All responses shall be served upon the parties and the
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Monitor. Thereafter, if the State and The United States or any other party are
unable to agree whether the current facilities on the TSU main campus are a
vestige of segregation that requires remediation or what action if any should be
taken, then they may take up the matter with the Court.

H. Community Service and Outreach

The parties agree that for TSU to fulfill its mission as the major statesupported urban and comprehensive university in Middle Tennessee, it must
establish partnerships with the Middle Tennessee business community.

1.

a. To encourage and strengthen these mutually beneficial partnerships, TSU
must reach out to the broadest possible business constituency. To focus these
relationships, the President of TSU, working through the TSU Committee, shall
conduct a review and assessment of the University's current strengths in this
area and prepare recommendations on how the University might enhance its
business outreach.

b. The President shall issue his report to the parties and to the Monitor within
one hundred eighty (180) days after this Agreement is approved. The report
shall include a description of how the University currently conducts its outreach
operations and how the University can enhance them. The Monitor shall *528
periodically review the implementation of the recommendations.

I. Minimum First-Time Freshman Admission Standards and
Retention
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The parties agree that over a three-year period, TSU shall raise its current
minimum first-time freshman admission standards consistent with the
provisions of paragraph (I) (1) (d) below. In making these changes it is further
agreed as follows:

1.

· '-.. /

a. Within sixty (60) days of the appointment of the Monitor, there shall be a
meeting among counsel, appropriate University and TBR officials, and the
Monitor, to agree upon the data that needs to be collected and reviewed in order
to evaluate the effect of any proposed changes. In addition to agreeing on the
data to be collected and reviewed, the participants shall also agree on a timetable
for the University to make a recommendation report to the parties and the
Monitor.

b. Thereafter, in accordance with the timetable agreed to, the University shall
review the data and make its recommendations regarding changes to the
minimum first-time freshman admission standards.

c. As part of its review process, and prior to making its recommendations, TSU
shall evaluate the likely effect of any proposed changes in admission standards
on the admission of traditional and non-traditional first-time freshman by race.
In recommending changes in admission criteria, the University must
recommend those changes that are educationally sound and may not
recommend admission standards that have an unacceptable detrimental effect
on access for first-time freshmen wishing to attend TSU.

d. In determining what would be an "unacceptably detrimental effect on access,"
the parties agree that no change in admission standards shall be approved that
in any one year, when fully implemented, would operate to exclude from
admission more than five (5) percent of the first-time freshman class enrolled in
the University, at the time the proposal for increasing admission standards is

presented to the parties for consideration. In calculating this number, the
University shall not include those freshmen admitted under an alternative
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standard. To ameliorate the effect on access of any increases in minimum firsttime freshmen admission standards on traditional and nontraditional students,
the University may increase its use of alternative standards.

e. The recommendations of the University, together with supporting data, shall
be provided to the parties and the Monitor. The parties and the Monitor shall
review the recommendations and if accepted, the University shall implement
them.

f. If the parties are unable to agree with the University's recommendations, then
the Monitor in his or her discretion can call upon nationally-recognized
educational experts to review the issues and offer an opinion. Thereafter, the
parties with the help of the Monitor will again consider the matter. If they are
unsuccessful in reaching agreement, then the Monitor shall so inform the Court
and shall file his or her recommendation with the Court.

At the end of the three-year phase in period for new admission standards
required by paragraph (I) (1) above, the University shall review the effect of
those standards on enrollment and access. After the review, the University shall
make a recommendation on *529 whether the admission standards should be
adjusted. The determination of what action to take, if any, shall be based, in
part, on enrollment trends since the date of the Court's approval of this
Agreement. If admission standards are to be increased after the third-year
review, they must be increased in a fashion that is educationally sound and the
increase may not have an unacceptably detrimental effect on access for firsttime freshmen wishing to attend TSU.
2.

a. If the University decides to increase its minimum first-time freshmen
admission standards after the review called for in this paragraph, it may do so
over a three-year period of time. In determining what would be an
"unacceptably detrimental effect on access," the parties agree that any increase
in admission requirements may not exceed a point which would exclude more
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than five (5) percent of the first-time freshman class enrolled in the University
at the time the proposal for a second increase in admission standards is
presented to the parties for consideration. In calculating this number, the
University shall not include those freshmen admitted under an alternative
standard. To ameliorate the effect on access of any increases in minimum firsttime freshmen admission standards on traditional and nontraditional students,
the University may increase its use of alternative standards.

b. The University shall report to the parties and the Monitor, the results of its
assessment, and its recommendation regarding admission standards. The
parties and the Monitor shall review the recommendations and if accepted, the
University shall implement them.

c. If the parties are unable to agree with the University's recommendations, then
the Monitor in his or her discretion can call upon nationally-recognized
educational experts to review the issues and offer an opinion. Thereafter, the
parties with the help of the Monitor will again consider the matter. If they are
unsuccessful in reaching agreement, then the Monitor shall so inform the Court
and shall file his or her recommendation with the Court.

3. The parties also agree that TSU shall assess its post-admission support and
retention programs aimed at achieving higher rates of student persistence to
graduation in the same fashion as other institutions are directed to do so under
the requirements of this Agreement. In making this assessment it is further
agreed as follows:

a. Within sixty (60) days of the appointment of the Monitor, there shall be a
meeting among counsel, appropriate University and TBR officials, and the
Monitor, to agree upon the data that needs to be collected and reviewed in order
to evaluate the effect of any proposed changes. In addition to agreeing on the

data to be collected and reviewed, the participants shall also agree on a
timetable for the University to make a recommendation.
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b. Thereafter, within the agreed time, the University shall review the data and
make its recommendation regarding changes, if any, to its retention programs

c. The recommendation of the University, together with supporting data, shall
be provided to the parties and the Monitor. The parties and the Monitor shall
review these recommendations and if accepted, the University shall implement
them.

d. If the parties are unable to agree with the University's recommendation, then
the Monitor in his or her *530 discretion can call upon nationally-recognized
educational experts to review the issues and offer an opinion. Thereafter, the
parties with the help of the Monitor will again consider the matter. If they are
unsuccessful in reaching agreement, then the Monitor shall so inform the court
and shall file his or her recommendation with the Court.

J. Revitalization of the Downtown Williams Campus and
Outreach to Nontraditional Students

The parties agree that the revitalization of TSU's Williams Campus so that it
becomes a place for focused academic programming directed toward
nontraditional undergraduate and graduate students is necessary to achieving
the goals of this Agreement. To reach this goal the parties are committed to the
creation of a dynamic educational environment on the Williams Campus for
working adult students. This is to be accomplished by:

1.

a. Providing classes at nontraditional hours, weekends, and during summer
term.
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b. Providing courses at the Williams Campus with the understanding that there
must be programmatic integration with the main campus in terms of faculty
and facility usage. The objective is to enable students to secure disciplinary
degrees at hours attractive to nontraditional students to the fullest extent
practicable using the resources of both the Williams Campus and the main
campus.

c. The programs offered by TSU at its Williams Campus facility must meet the
needs of nontraditional students and students from the business community, be
consistent with the objectives of this Agreement and be in furtherance of TSU's
m1ss10n.

d. Appropriate institutional services at the Williams Campus shall be available
at hours and on days convenient to nontraditional students. TSU shall make
available at the Williams Campus during the evening and on weekends while
classes are in session institutional services including registration, recruitment,
admissions, financial aid, registrar, bookstore, library and computer services.

e. The State shall provide the capital finding necessary to renovate the Williams
Campus in order to meet programmatic, administrative, and student needs.

f. The State shall create a new five-year $750,000 a year scholarship program at
TSU exclusively for residents living within the Nashville Statistical Metropolitan
Area who attend evening, and weekend classes at TSU. These funds would be
available to support nontraditional full-time or part-time baccalaureate or
graduate degree-seeking students (other than law school students) who enroll in
TSU's evening and weekend curriculum. This scholarship program shall begin
once the revitalization of the Williams Campus is underway and additional
evening and weekend class offerings are available.
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TSU officials shall annually certify to the TBR in a manner prescribed by the
TBR that all recipients of this aid program meet the requirements set out
herein.
1.

Because the University's outreach to nontraditional students will span
academic disciplines and involve a range of administrative services, it is
essential to create an administrative unit that can coordinate and oversee the
University's activities in this regard. The aim is to create an administrative unit
at the highest level of the University that will give academic status and *531
institutional credence to TSU's programming for nontraditional students. In
order to achieve this goal, the parties agree as follows:
2.

a. Working with the TBR, TSU shall create a new administrative unit to
coordinate TSU's educational outreach to nontraditional students. This unit
shall be administered by an Associate Vice President or Dean, whichever is
appropriate, and report to the Chief Academic Officer. The position would be
one for the management of nontraditional education and outreach. This person
will be responsible for coordinating with other academic and administrative
units of the University to ensure that TSU's educational programing to
nontraditional students is focused and comprehensive.

b. This position shall be filled from a national search consistent with the
requirements for hiring set forth in this Agreement and completed as quickly as
practicable.

3. The academic and administrative changes required to expand the
opportunities for nontraditional students attending TSU will require study and
implementation. To implement these changes in an educationally sound and
practicable manner, the parties agree to the following:
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a. The TSU Committee shall plan for, and report on, the enhancement of the
Williams Campus and the University's expanded focus on nontraditional
students.

b. The report of the TSU committee shall include, among other things, a
description of the courses and administrative services to be offered at the
Williams Campus as well as the faculty requirements. The report shall also
provide a description of any renovations to the Williams Campus that may be
necessary. Furthermore, the report shall describe the administrative structure
the University proposes to use to coordinate and administer its educational
outreach to nontraditional students including any existing programs directed at
nontraditional students. Finally, the committee's report shall include a
timetable for implementation as well as a proposed budget. The committee will
make every effort to issue its report within one year of the Court's approval of
this Agreement.

The report of the committee shall be submitted to the parties and the Monitor
for review and assessment. After consulting with the Private Plaintiffs, Plaintiff
Intervenors, the University, the TBR, and THEC, the Monitor shall recommend
to the parties those enhancements that are consistent with the obligations and
objectives of this Agreement. The goal of the Monitor shall be to secure the
parties' agreement on the steps to be taken and to agree to a timetable for
implementation. If parties agree on a course of action and timetable, then the
Monitor shall file with the Court the terms of that agreement and the State shall
carry out the agreement within the time specified.
1.

If the parties are unable to agree, then the Monitor in his or her discretion
can call upon nationally-recognized educational experts to review the issues and
offer an opinion. Thereafter, the parties, with the help of the Monitor, will again
consider a course of implementation. If they are unsuccessful, then the Monitor
shall so inform the Court and shall file his or her recommendation with the
Court.
2.

\. .,.1
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K. Establishment of a Public Law School at TSU

During the term of this Agreement, if a public law school is established in
*532 Middle Tennessee, it must be established at TSU.

1.

Under this Agreement, TSU will enter into negotiations with The Nashville
School of Law ("NSL"). The parties agree that the State is not obligated to secure
the agreement of the NSL to merge with TSU. Merger negotiations must be
concluded within one year of the approval of this Agreement. If negotiations are
satisfactorily concluded and the NSL agrees to merge with the University, then
the parties agree as follows:
2.

a. It is anticipated that the law school will be established on the Williams
Campus. If, however, this space does not meet the American Bar Association
accreditation requirements, then the TBR will locate the law school in another
downtown Nashville location with funds provided by the State if necessary.

b. The law school is to be established in such a way as to secure ABA
accreditation. The State cannot guarantee accreditation, but it will make every
reasonable effort to assist the University in securing accreditation within the
terms and financial limits set out by this Agreement.

c. The State shall provide the University funding to support the law school in its
start-up phase in the following amounts: $10 million in capital funding and $5
million in start-up funding. In addition, the State shall match one dollar for
every one-and-a-half dollars raised by the NSL or the University which they
dedicate to covering start-up cost for the law school. The State's total obligation
for matching funds under this provision shall not exceed $2 million.
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TSU and TBR officials shall certify to the State the amount of any privately
raised funds for the law school to which the match is to apply. The State shall
use existing procedures, or design a procedure, for verification of the amounts.

1.

3. No public law school may be started at TSU without first meeting the
program approval requirements of the TBR and THEC.

4. In the event negotiations with the NSL do not lead to a merger agreement,
the State shall provide up to $5 million in start-up funding for the following
programs and college at TSU:

a. A new high-demand doctoral degree program in an area where there is
demonstrated need and that is consistent with the mission of TSU and the
objectives of this Agreement.

b. The start-up cost associated with establishing a College of Public Service and
Urban Affairs and one new program to be included therein.

c. Consistent with the requirements that the Williams Campus be enhanced in a
fashion to attract nontraditional students, TSU may propose up to two new
baccalaureate or masters programs for inclusion in the curriculum of the
Williams Campus. Both programs should build on existing faculty and
institutional resources and be in high demand areas that will attract and meet
the needs of nontraditional students.

d. All new programs proposed under this alternative must be submitted to the
TBR and THEC, and TBR and THEC approval must be secured. In assessing the
University's proposal, TBR and THEC shall apply their usual and customary
procedures. TSU shall have programmatic exclusivity within Middle Tennessee
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with respect to new programs initiated at the Williams Campus pursuant to this
provision. Such programming must also be non-duplicative of any existing
programs *533 at public universities in Middle Tennessee.

5. The parties agree that the revitalization of the Williams Campus as
contemplated in this Agreement and the possible establishment of a law school
are of significant importance. The TSU Committee shall recommend means to
minimize disruption to the ongoing educational services now being provided at
the Williams Campus that might accompany the campus's revitalization and
possible establishment of a law school.

II. The Proposed Davidson County Community College

A. Establishment of the Proposed Community College or
Technical Community College in Davidson Country

The decision of whether to establish a community college in Davidson County
shall be made pursuant to sound educational policy and applicable statutory
requirements through the ordinary and normal processes used by the State to
make such decisions including the required desegregation impact analysis.

1.

A community college in Davidson County, if any, shall not be subsumed
within an existing university nor become a branch of an existing university.
2.

\.._,_. :

B. Relationship Between the Proposed Community College or
Technical Community College and Tennessee State University
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If the State determines that a community college is needed in Davidson
County, then TSU and any such community college shall have articulation and
transfer agreements. Additionally, as part of any proposal for the establishment
of a community college in Davidson County, the TBR must require and
implement strong and sustainable linkages between the proposed community
college and TSU. These linkages must be in addition to articulation and transfer
agreements and shall be clearly set out prior to formally establishing a
community college. These linkages, for example, could include utilizing TSU
faculty and facilities both at the Williams Campus and on the main campus.

1.

If the State determines that a community college is needed in Davidson
County, then the relationship between that community college and TSU shall be
established in such a way as to encourage enrollment from the two-year degree
program directly into TSU's baccalaureate program. To that end, the parties
agree that during the term of this Agreement, if a community college is
established in Davidson County, then for a period of five years thereafter, any
student who is a resident of Tennessee as defined by TBR policy, and who
graduates from the newly established Davidson County community college,
shall be permitted to enroll in TSU's baccalaureate program at the same tuition
rate then being paid at the community college. No more than 350 students shall
be enrolled at TSU under this tuition reduction program at any one time.
Student participation in the program shall be limited to no more than five
consecutive semesters counting from the first semester when the student enrolls
at TSU, or graduation whichever comes first. The difference in tuition payments
between the community college and the TSU rates for students enrolled under
this program shall be made up by the State.
2.

III. Middle Tennessee State University
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A. MTSU is permitted to seek the conversion of some or all its existing DA

-...... i,,

programs to Ph.D. programs provided they are noncompetitive and nonduplicative ofTSU's existing doctoral programs. The conversion of some or
*534 all of MTSU's DAs to Ph.D.s is to be done consistent with the University's
academic mission, meet a demonstrated need and comply with TBR
requirements. The proposed conversions must be done pursuant to TBR and
THEC policies, and TBR and THEC approval must be secured.

B. Subject to the requirements of Paragraph (III) (A), the parties further agree

that MTSU shall convert no more than three of its DAs to Ph.D.s during the first
two years of this Agreement. Thereafter, any remaining DAs that are
appropriate for conversion to the Ph.D. may be converted upon approval by the
TBR and THEC. During the term of this Agreement, the number of Ph.D.
programs at MTSU shall not exceed the number at TSU.

C. For the term of this Agreement, MTSU may not offer courses for credit at any
physical location in Davidson County.

IV. Relationship Between Middle Tennessee Institutions

A. MTSU, TSU and APSU shall form a committee to establish coordinated

academic calendars that enable cross registration agreements and transfer
agreements between the cooperating universities. These calendars shall be
intended to facilitate the enrollment of students taking courses during the same
enrollment period at one or more of these institutions. Every effort must be
made to secure common registration periods, dates for the start and end of
classes, final exam periods and vacation and holiday periods. The transfer
agreements are to be instituted pursuant to the requirements of Tenn.Code
Ann.§ 49-7-202(d)-(e). These agreements and coordinated calendars shall be in
place no later than the start of Academic Year 2002-03. If the State establishes a
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community college in Davidson County, that community college shall also
participate in the coordinated academic calendars .

In order to plan for the establishment of coordinated calendars and the other
requirements of this provision, the chief academic officers of the three
institutions and the chief academic officer of the TBR shall meet within fortyfive (45) days after approval by the Court of this Agreement. The group will
constitute a committee whose charge is the preparation of a proposal for the
implementation of this provision. The committee will be chaired by the TBR
official. Once the work of the committee is complete, the proposal shall be
submitted to the Board of Regents for review and approval, and to the parties
and Monitor for review.
1.

V. New Program Development, Program Termination and
Program Exclusivity in Middle Tennessee

A. Future academic program approval and termination decisions in Middle

Tennessee shall be guided by the ordinary procedures of the TBR and THEC
and by the terms of this Agreement and be consistent with the TBR's plan for
programming in Middle Tennessee.

In the exercise of these procedures, the TBR and THEC shall require of any
new program proposal that an assessment of the program's potential impact on
the desegregation of Middle Tennessee institutions (universities and two-year
schools) be made and that no negative effect be discernible. Program approvals
must be consistent with an institution's mission and not infringe or diminish
the educational mission of any other institution.

1.
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The TBR and THEC shall disclose to the parties those requirements it intends
to put in place to *535 ensure that a desegregation impact analysis is
performed.
2.

.

\

,../

B. Copies of all Letters of Intent to propose new academic programs received at
the TBR from APSU, MTSU, and TSU, shall be provided to counsel of record for
the term of this Agreement. This provision shall apply only to those Letters of
Intent received after the date the Court approves this Agreement.

C. TSU shall maintain its current exclusivity in Middle Tennessee for all
programs in which it now enjoys exclusivity unless there is a demonstrated need
for duplication and a showing that such duplication will not adversely affect the
desegregation of TSU. The decision of whether duplication is necessary shall be
made by the TBR and THEC. The exclusive academic programs at TSU can be
determined by reference to THEC's Academic Program Inventory.

'·-......_ ,../

C. STATEWIDE ISSUES

I. Faculty and Administrative Hiring and Retention[

3]

A. UT and TBR Committees on Faculty and Administrative
Hiring

The parties agree to the establishment of two statewide committees on faculty
and administrative hiring. One committee is to be chaired by the TBR
Chancellor and the other to be chaired by the UT System President. The two

1.
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committees have identical charges, with the TBR committee focusing on TBR
institutions, and the UT committee focusing on UT institutions.

Except as specified in Paragraph A(1) (d) (3), the committees shall operate
independently. Each committee will examine its institutions' current practices
with respect to the hiring and retention of African-American faculty and
administrators. The committees will also examine how existing Geier programs
for recruitment and retention of other-race faculty and administrators are being
utilized, and whether changes in those programs could enhance the
employment and promotion opportunities for other-race faculty and
administrators. The committees will examine examples of "best practices"
underway at other universities throughout the country, and how current
affirmative action guidelines and policies are applied.
2.

3. The goal of the committees is to propose innovative ways to utilize
institutional resources to enhance and further the recruitment and retention of
African-American faculty and administrators.

4. The following shall govern the creation of the committees and the carrying
out of their charges:

a. Membership on the committees is to be drawn from faculty, administrators,
students, business leaders and prominent citizens within the State. The
membership and size of the respective committees is to be decided by the UT
President and the TBR Chancellor but shall be at least fifteen members. The two
committees must reflect the various institutions they represent and strive to be
at least 45% African American. The committees shall be established within
forty-five (45) days of the Court's approval of this Agreement.

b. The UT President and the TBR Chancellor can appoint vice-chairs to oversee
the day-to-day responsibilities of administering the committees. However, the
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chairs must actively participate in the work of the committees as their schedules
permit.

c. Within ninety (90) days after the appointment of the Monitor, the *536
Monitor and the committees shall jointly select a nationally-recognized expert
or consultant in the hiring and retention of African-American faculty and
administ rators. The consultant will assist the committees determining the best
practices now underway across the country. To save costs, the committees can
act jointly in hiring a consultant and receiving the consultant's report.

d. The committees will study the feasibility of providing incentive funding to
academic departments who successfully recruit and retain African-American
faculty. The incentive program could take the form of additional departmental
operating funds, travel funds, equipment funds, etc., subject to renewal as long
as the department retains and promotes African-American faculty.

e. The committees will also study whether the current procedures for granting
tenure have any negative affect on African-American faculty seeking tenure and
promotion. The committees will also assess whether there is an inappropriate
disparity in salary levels between black and white faculty and administrators
that discourages employment and retention of black faculty and administrators.
If such studies have already been conducted, they shall be reviewed to ensure
that the conclusions reached are still valid.

f. The committees shall prepare individual reports that include an assessment of
current practices and any proposed changes and enhancements to those
practices. The reports shall include a proposed budget for any new initiatives
and a timetable for implementation. The committees shall provide the reports
to the parties and the Monitor and shall submit them within one year following
approval by the Court of this Agreement .
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1. After consulting

·'-..../

with the Private Plaintiffs, Plaintiff Intervenors, the TBR, and
the UT System, the Monitor shall recommend to the parties the enhancements
and initiatives that in the judgment of the Monitor are educationally sound and
practicable and appropriate in light of the obligations and objectives contained
in this Agreement. The goal of the Monitor shall be to secure the parties'
agreement on the steps to be taken and to agree to a timetable for
implementation. If parties agree on a course of action and timetable, then the
Monitor shall file with the Court the terms of that agreement and the State shall
carry out the agreement.

If the parties are unable to agree, then the Monitor in his or her discretion
can call upon nationally-recognized educational experts to review the issues and
offer an opinion. Thereafter, the parties, with the help of the Monitor, will again
consider a course of implementation. If they are unsuccessful, then the Monitor
shall so inform the Court and shall file his or her recommendation with the
Court.
2.

B. Spectfic Actions in Addition to the Recommendations of the
Committees

For a period of five years, State funds shall be made available to UTK, UM,
and MTSU in the event it offers Ph.D.s, to establish a pre-doctoral fellowship
program to recruit and support other-race graduate students from across the
country who are completing dissertation research. The fellows must be
currently enrolled in universities other than the university awarding the
fellowship. This fellowship program is intended to be a recruitment tool by
bringing to Tennessee universities soon-to-be Ph.D.s who would then have the
opportunity to *537 develop professional relationships within departments
interested in possibly recruiting fellows to tenure track positions. Criteria for
participating in the fellowship program shall be set by each institution.

1.
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For a period of five years, State funds are to be made available to the
predominately white institutions to recruit established and respected African
American scholars as visiting professors. This program's objective will be to
increase awareness among African-American scholars across the country of
Tennessee's universities and the employment and professional opportunities
that exist in the State for their doctoral students.
2.

3. One of the sources from which the State's predominately white universities
can identify African-American candidates for new or vacant faculty positions is
the SREB's Minority Doctoral Scholars Program.

4. In preparing their recommendations, the committees shall incorporate the
points contained in this section.

C. Employment Search Practices Within the TBR and UT

·"-...,/

S y s te m s C41

The parties agree that employment decisions of every institution within the
TBR and UT systems must be open, fair, and competitive.
1.

Both the TBR and the UT systems have federally required affirmative action
guidelines and hiring policies. In addition to these established requirements,
the parties agree that with respect to all positions to be filled from a search
whether faculty at any rank or administrative the following obligations shall
apply:
2.

a. Every effort must be made to secure diversity in the composition of the
faculty and administrative search committees unless it is impractical to. do so.
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In those instances where a committee is formed to search for a University or
college administrator at the level of dean or higher, the search committee must
be racially diverse.

b. Any candidate for hire must first be screened by the search committee before
an offer of employment can be extended.

c. In addition to publishing notices of job openings in journals of general
circulation such as The Chronicle of Higher Education or Black Issues in
Higher Education, the institutions, where appropriate, shall also publish
notices of job openings in discipline-specific journals.

d. At the time the search committee submits the list of candidates to fill a
position to the hiring authority, each candidate shall meet or exceed the criteria
published in the job description, and the chair of the search committee shall so
certify.

3. The EEO officer of each institution prior to a final offer of employment being
extended shall certify to the staffs of the respective boards that the requirements
of this section have been met.

'

4. The TBR and the UT system administrations must approve or disapprove,
prior to any offer of employment being extended, the recommended choice of
the campus appointing authority for any academic administrative position at
the department chair (or head) level and above at each of its institutions. The
review required by this Agreement shall be limited to a determination of
whether the factors listed above in section 3(b) (1-4) have been complied with.
Upon receiving a request to make an offer, the TBR and UT system
administrations shall promptly provide the Monitor with a certification that the
search has complied with section 3(b) (1-4). The *538 Monitor shall have three
days following receipt of the certification to raise any questions regarding
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compliance with the terms of the Agreement. If no issues are raised within the
three-day period, then the offer of employment may be made immediately upon
compliance by the institution with all other pre-employment policies of the TBR
and UT systems. The Monitor's sole task shall be to confirm compliance with
the terms listed above in section 3(b) (1-4). The Monitor's review shall not
include making a judgment on whether the candidate to be hired meets or
exceeds the criteria published in the job description.

5. Nothing in this Agreement is intended to reserve any administrative or
academic position at any UT or TBR institution for an individual of a certain
race or ethnicity.

6. The parties agree that in designing the annual reporting called for by this
Agreement, they shall devise a method for monitoring compliance with these
provis10ns.

7. It is understood and agreed that while employment issues have been
addressed in some measure in this litigation, individual complaints of
discrimination have not. Consequently, a subsequent finding that the State's
system of higher education is unitary in the area of faculty, administrative, and
staff employment, shall not operate to preclude an individual complaint of
employment discrimination, any admissible evidence in support of or in
opposition thereto, or the granting or denial of relief therefrom.

II. Other-Race Undergraduate Student Recruitment and
Retention Within the UT System

A. UT System Study of Minority Recruitment
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1. The Directors of Undergraduate

Admissions at UTK, UTC, and UTM together
with their staffs and appropriate university and System officials shall
individually at the institutional level and collectively at the System level, study
currently implemented strategies for the recruitment of other-race high school
students and other-race community college students. The objective of the study
is to assess current practices and to propose enhancements to those practices.
The study will also evaluate the effectiveness of the current Geier programs and
make "best practice" recommendations on whether those programs should be
enhanced, modified, replaced, or terminated.

In assessing its current practices and proposing new initiatives, the UT
institutions are to be mindful of the following points:
2.

a. One of the most important determinants for the majority of student
enrollment decisions is the receipt of financial aid.

b. An open, welcoming campus climate is an important determinant of otherrace student enrollment decisions.

c. The utilization of pre-college and pre-university summer programs as a
means of attracting potential students is a powerful device and recognizes that
the recruitment of minority students must begin early in a student's high school
years.

d. The establishment of strong linkages in minority student communities
(churches, schools, etc.) enhances the visibility of the university and furthers
awareness of the educational opportunities available.
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e. Increased use of alternative admission standards as a means of admitting
students who do not meet the minimum regular admission requirements, but
show potential for successful college work.

*539 3. Once the studies required above are concluded, the System shall

prepare a report in which it provides an assessment of its current recruitment
practices and any proposed enhancements and changes to those practices. This
report can be prepared in conjunction with the work of the Noel-Levitz
consulting firm[sl if the System determines that it is appropriate .

4. The UT System has previously contracted with Noel-Levitz to conduct an
assessment of its recruiting markets and recruiting practices. As part of this
contract, the UT System will request the Noel-Levitz firm to undertake an
assessment of the techniques for successfully recruiting transfer students from
the state's community college system. The UT System shall use the techniques it
acquires from the Noel-Levitz assessment to assist in recruiting transfer students
from community colleges with significant African-American student
populations.

5. Following receipt of the Noel-Levitz report and recommendations and its own
self-studies, the UT System shall report to the parties and the Monitor the
specific steps it plans to take to enhance and sustain African-American
undergraduate recruitment. The System's report shall include a proposed
budget for new initiatives as well as a timetable for implementation. The System
shall submit the report within one year of the approval by the Court of this
Agreement.

6. After consulting with the Private Plaintiffs, Plaintiff Intervenors, and the UT
System, the Monitor shall recommend to the parties the enhancements and
initiatives that in the judgment of the Monitor are educationally sound and
practicable and appropriate in light of the obligations and objectives contained
in this Agreement. The goal of the Monitor shall be to secure the parties'
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agreement on the steps to be taken and to agree to a timetable for
implementation. If parties agree on a course of action and timetable, then the
Monitor shall file with the Court the terms of that agreement and the State shall
carry out the agreement.

7. If the parties are unable to agree, then the Monitor in his or her discretion can
call upon nationally-recognized educational experts to review the issues and
offer an opinion. Thereafter, the parties, with the help of the Monitor, will again
consider a course of implementation. If they are unsuccessful, then the Monitor
shall so inform the Court and shall file his or her recommendation with the
Court.

B. SpecijicActions in Addition to the Committee's
Recommendations

1. In addition to the initiatives that will flow from the self-study, the following

specific requirements are agreed to and shall be incorporated in the
recommendations to be prepared by the UT System.

a. UTK Recruiters in Nashville and Memphis

UTK presently employs one full-time recruiter in Nashville and another in
Memphis. For the term of this Agreement, UTK shall continue to maintain fulltime recruiter positions in each of these cities. These recruiters shall devote
significant effort and resources to the recruitment of African-American
students.

1.
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The Nashville and Memphis recruiters shall each be supported by at least one
full-time support staff person.
2.

*540 3.The Nashville and Memphis recruiting offices shall each be housed in

adequate facilities and located in accessible locations.

b. Pre-University Programs

The State for a period of five years shall provide financial support for the
establishment of a summer pre-university enrichment program for rising
African-American high school freshmen, sophomores and juniors. Students
would be selected on the basis of academic aptitude and recommendations.
Criteria for participation shall be set by the System. The program's academic
focus shall be on popular undergraduate programs.
1.

2.

The program shall be designed to accommodate 250 students a year.

3. The students shall participate in a one- or two-week session. The students
will live on campus, attend classes taught by university personnel, and generally
experience college life. The System shall devise the structure of the program and
will report to the parties and the Monitor in its report. The objective of the
program is to expose students to collegiate life and provide an opportunity to
recognize the benefits of a college education.

4. In designing the program, the System may choose either to require all the
participating students to be on one campus and then rotate the program every
year among the System's institutions, or it could decide to divide the students
equally among the participating universities every year.
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c. Additional Other-Race Financial Aid

The State agrees to form a partnership with the UT System to increase the
availability of financial aid for other-race students attending UT institutions.

1.

For a period of five years, the State and the UT System will jointly participate
in making funding available to support minority financial aid programs. These
funds shall be in addition to any existing Geier other-race scholarship programs
as well as any other scholarship programs currently underway that are directed
toward undergraduate minority students. This funding can be used to increase
the size of existing scholarship programs or to establish wholly new programs.
Such funds may not be used for athletic scholarships.
2.

3. The State shall cover 40% of the cost of the scholarship program. The amount
of the State contribution shall depend on the amount of funding contributed to
the program by UT institutions. The State's total financial commitment shall
not, however, exceed $450,000 a year for five years. If UT secures the full State
match, an additional $1.125 million would be available for other-race
undergraduate financial aid programs.

4. UT officials shall certify the amount of institutional funding contributed to
the program. The State shall use existing procedures, or design a procedure, for
verification of the amounts.

5. The UT System shall devise a method for distributing the proceeds of the
program among its institutions.
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III. Other-Race Undergraduate Student Recruitment and
Retention Within the TBR System

A. TBR Study of Minority Recru ihn entl 6 1

1. The

Directors of Undergraduate Admissions at APSU, ETSU, MTSU, *541
TIU and UM together with their staffs and appropriate university and System
officials shall individually at the institutional level and collectively at the System
level, st udy currently implemented strategies for the recruitment of other-race
high school students and other-race community college students. The objective
of the study is to assess the effectiveness of current practices and to propose
enhancements to those practices. The study shall also evaluate the effectiveness
of the current Geier programs and make "best practice" recommendations on
how those programs should be enhanced, modified, replaced, or terminated.

A similar study will be undertaken by the TBR on behalf of its community
colleges.
2.

3. In assessing its current practices and proposing new initiatives, the TBR
institutions shall be mindful of the following points:

a. One of the most important determinants for the majority of student
enrollment decisions is the receipt of financial aid.

b. An open, welcoming campus climate is an important determinant of otherrace student enrollment decisions.
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c. The utilization of pre-college and pre-university summer programs as a
means of attracting potential students is a powerful device and recognizes that
the recruitment of minority students must begin early in a student's high school
years.

d. The establishment of strong linkages in minority student communities
(churches, schools, etc.) enhances the visibility of the university and furthers
awareness of the educational opportunities available.

e. Increased use of alternative admission standards as a means of admitting
students who do not meet the minimum regular admission requirements, but
show potential for successful college work.

4. The institutions, under the direction of the TBR, can collectively hire a
consulting firm with expertise in the recruitment of African-American students.
This consulting firm will provide ideas on the enhancement of current practices
and an assessment of the "best practices" now underway across the country.

5. The parties agree that the community college system provides a rich
opportunity for the TBR's four-year institutions to recruit other-race students.
As part of its study, the TBR shall propose effective techniques for recruiting
transfer students from the state's community college system including those
community colleges with large African-American populations.

6. Following the receipt of any external report and recommendations and its
own self-studies, the TBR shall report to the parties and the Monitor the specific
steps its institutions plan to take to enhance and sustain African-American
undergraduate recruitment. The TBR's report shall include a proposed budget for
any new initiatives as well as a timetable for implementation. The report
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shall be submitted within one year of the approval by the Court of this
Agreement.

a. After consulting with the Private Plaintiffs, Plaintiff Intervenors, and the
TBR, the Monitor shall recommend to the parties the enhancements and
initiatives that in the judgment of the Monitor are educationally sound and
practicable and appropriate in light of the obligations and objectives contained
in this Agreement. The goal of the Monitor shall be to secure the agreement of
the parties on the steps to be taken and to agree to a timetable for
implementation. If parties agree on a course of action *542 and timetable, then
the Monitor shall file with the Court the terms of that agreement and the parties
shall carry out the agreement.

b. If the parties are unable to agree, then the Monitor in his or her discretion
can call upon nationally recognized educational experts to review the issues and
offer an opinion. Thereafter, the parties with the help of the Monitor, will again
attempt to agree on a course of implementation . If they are unsuccessful , then
the Monitor shall so inform the Court and shall file his or her recommendation
with the Court.

B. Speciflc Actions in Addition to the Committee's
Recommendations

In addition to the initiatives that will follow from the self-study the following
specific requirements are agreed to and may be incorporated in the
recommendations to be prepared by the TBR.

1.

a. Pre-University Programs
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The State for a period of five years shall provide financial support for the
establishment of a summer pre-university enrichment program for rising
African-American high school freshmen, sophomores and juniors. Students
would be selected on the basis of academic aptitude and recommendations.
Criteria for participation shall be set by the institutions. The program's focus
shall be on popular undergraduate programs.
1.

2.

The program should be designed to accommodate 375 students.

3. The students shall participate in a one- or two-week session. The students
will live on campus, attend classes taught by university personnel, and generally
experience college life. The TBR will devise the structure of the program and
will report to the parties and the Monitor in its report. The objective of the
program is to expose students to collegiate life and to provide an opportunity to
recognize the benefits of a college education.

4. In designing the program, the TBR may choose to either require all the
participating students to be on one campus and then rotate the program every
year among the participating institutions, or it could decide to divide students
equally among the participating universities every year.

2. Additional

Other-Race Financial Aid

a. The State agrees to form a five-year partnership with the TBR System to
increase the availability of financial aid for other-race students attending TBR
four-year and two-year institutions.
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b. For a period of five years, the State and the institutions shall jointly
participate in making funding available to support minority financial aid
programs. These funds shall be in addition to any existing Geier scholarship
programs as well as any other scholarship programs currently underway that
are directed toward undergraduate minority students. This funding can be used
to increase the size of existing scholarship programs or to establish wholly new
programs.

c. The State shall cover 40% of the cost of the scholarship program. The amount
of the State contribution will depend on the amount of funding contributed to
the program by the TBR institutions. The State's total financial commitment
shall not, however, exceed $950,000 a year. If the full State match were
secured, an additional $2.375 million would be available for other-race
undergraduate financial aid programs.

'-...J

*543 d. TBR officials shall certify the amount of institutional funding
contributed to the program. The State shall use existing procedures, or design a
procedure, for verification of the amounts.

e. The TBR shall devise a method for distributing the proceeds of the program
among its institutions.

IV. Institutional Commitment to the Recruitment of OtherRace StudentsC71

A. The parties agree that the development of an effective recruitment strategy

for other-race undergraduate students benefits from the involvement of the
entire institution, not just those specifically charged with recruitment.
Therefore, the president of each TBR and UT institution must appoint a
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standing biracial committee composed of faculty, staff and students from
throughout the institution whose charge shall be to advise and assist the
undergraduate recruitment office in assessing and updating recruitment
strategies for other-race students. The committee shall report to the
institution's president on an annual basis regarding the committee's assessment
of the effectiveness of the institution's other-race recruiting efforts and any
modifications to those efforts that in the judgment of the committee ought to be
considered. The annual reports of these committees shall become part of the
Geier reporting required of the Defendants. Each committee shall be chaired by
the Director of Undergraduate Admissions.

B. The parties acknowledge that there may be committees of this type already in
existence at some or most of the TBR and UT institutions. If so, the charge to
those committees shall be expanded to include the requirements of this section.

V. Graduate Recruitment and Enrollment at Tennessee
Technological University

The parties agree that TIU shall undertake an assessment of its current
graduate recruitment practices to determine if there are other recruitment
strategies it could use to attract African-American graduate students.
Additionally, the University will assess what other similarly situated institutions
in the county are doing to enhance black graduate enrollment, particularly in
the engineering disciplines.

1.

The University shall prepare a report in which it assesses its own recruitment
practices and recommends enhancements to those practices. The report shall
also contain a timetable for implementation of any changes recommended as
well as a proposed budget for any new initiatives. The report shall be submitted
within one year of the approval by the Court of this Agreement.
2.
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a. After consultation with the Private Plaintiffs, Plaintiff Intervenors, the
University, and the TBR, the Monitor shall recommend to the parties the
enhancements and initiatives that in the judgment of the Monitor are
educationally sound and practicable and appropriate in light of the obligations
and objectives contained in this Agreement. The goal of the Monitor shall be to
secure the parties' agreement on the steps to be taken and to agree to a
timetable for implementation. If parties agree on a course of action and
timetable, then the Monitor shall file with the Court the terms of that agreement
and the parties shall carry out the agreement.

b. If the parties are unable to agree, then the Monitor in his or her discretion
*544 can call upon nationally-recognized educational experts to review the
issues and offer an opinion. Thereafter, the parties with the help of the Monitor,
will again consider a course of implementation. If they are unsuccessful, then
the Monitor shall so inform the Court and shall file his or her recommendation
with the Court.

VI. Student Retention and Persistence

A. The parties agree that persistence from year to year and persistence to
graduation are valid measures of student retention. Based on the data in the
2000 DMC Report, there is a differential in retention rates between black and
white students at some public institutions.

B. The parties agree that APSU, ETSU, UTM, and UTK shall assess their current

retention practices and programs and propose changes to those practices that
will close the "persistence gap" between black and white students. In
cooperation with the respective governing boards' staffs, these institutions shall
report to the parties and the Monitor their findings and any proposed changes
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or enhancements to their current retention practices. The reports shall include a
proposed budget for any new initiatives and a timetable for implementation.
The report shall be submitted within one year of the approval by the Court of
this Agreement.

After consultation with the Private Plaintiffs, Plaintiff Intervenors, the
universities, and TBR and UT System officials, the Monitor shall recommend to
the parties the enhancements and initiatives that in the judgment of the
Monitor are educationally sound and practicable and appropriate in light of the
obligations and objectives contained in this Agreement . The goal of the Monitor
shall be to secure the agreement of the parties on the steps to be taken and to
agree to a timetable for implementation. If parties agree on a course of action
and timetable, then the Monitor shall file with the Court the terms of that
agreement and the parties shall carry out the agreement.

1.

2.

If the parties are unable to agree, then the Monitor in his or her discretion

can call upon nationally-recognized educational experts to review the issues and
offer an opinion. Thereafter, the parties with the help of the Monitor, will again
consider a course of implementation. If they are unsuccessful, then the Monitor
shall so inform the Court and shall file his or her recommendation with the
Court.

3. In examining methods for closing the "persistence gap," the institutions are
directedto consider the following:

a. Students should have access to remedial and/or developmental course work,
or tutorial assistance. At institutions where there is not a program for
remediation, such institutions should consider partnering with nearby
community colleges to provide such services.
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b. Mentor/mentee programs with upperclassmen and alumni have proven
effective in retaining students.

c. Where possible, cooperative programs between industry and the university
should be established to encourage students to stay in school by giving them
real-world work experience.

4. After reviewing the progress made as a result of any initiatives, the parties
will discuss whether the program to close persistence rates should be extended
to other specific institutions.

*545 VII. Expanding Cooperative Extension and Agricultural
Research Collaboration Between TSU and UTK

A. Extension

The parties agree that the TSU and UTIA cooperative extension programs
benefit from existing collaboration, ongoing interaction and continued State
support. The parties further agree that other areas of mutually beneficial
collaboration between the TSU and the UTIA extension programs should be
explored. Additionally, the current administrative and managerial agreements
between the extension divisions should also be reviewed and updated to reflect
current practices.

1.

In order to assess areas of mutual collaboration and enhance existing
administrative and managerial agreements, the Administrator of Cooperative
Extension Programming at TSU ("Administrator"), and the Dean of Agricultural
2.
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Extension Service at UTIA ("Dean") shall co-chair a committee whose charge
will be to review the current relationship between the extension divisions and
make recommendations to further mutually beneficial collaboration and update
current administrative and managerial agreements.

3. The recommendations shall be submitted to appropriate university officials at
TSU and UTIA for review and action. The committee shall be formed within
sixty (60) days after approval by the Court of this Agreement and the report
submitted within six months thereafter. Membership on the committee shall be
equally divided between persons selected by the Administrator and persons
selected by the Dean. A copy of the submitted report shall also be provided to
the parties and the Monitor.

B. Agricultural Research

\

,I

UTIA and TSU both operate agricultural research experiment stations and
facilities in various parts of the State. The parties agree that the TSU and the
UTIA experiment stations benefit from existing collaboration, ongoing
interaction and continued State support. The parties further agree that UTIA
and TSU should collaborate to the fullest extent possible in making such
facilities and research stations available to researchers regardless of university
affiliation and to expand collaboration between agricultural researchers at the
universities. To that end, the parties agree that the Director of the TSU
Experiment Station and the Dean of the Agricultural Experiment Station will
form a committee which they will co-chair to examine these matters and make
recommendations to achieve these objectives.

1.

The recommendations of the committee shall be submitted to appropriate
university officials at TSU and UTIA for review and action. The committee shall
be formed within sixty days after approval by the Court of this Agreement and
the report submitted within six months thereafter. Membership on the
2.
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committee shall be equally divided between persons selected by the TSU
Director and persons selected by the UTIA Dean. A copy of the submitted report
shall also be provided to the parties and the Monitor .
D. OVERSIGHT

I. Right to Petition the Court to Review Acts of Alleged NonCompliance

A. Any party may bring to the Court's attention allegations of non-compliance
with the Agreement. As a condition precedent to filing a motion, the party
alleging non-compliance must *546 first give notice to the party whose conduct
is alleged to have violated the Agreement, and notice must be sent to all other
parties and to the Monitor as well. Thereafter, the involved parties shall attempt
to resolve the dispute with the help of the Monitor. If unsuccessful, the party
alleging a violation may seek relief from the Court.

II. Court-Appointed Monitor

A. The parties agree that the Court shall appoint a Monitor whose responsibility

shall be to facilitate the orderly and timely implementation of this Agreement
and to mediate points of controversy between the parties as they may arise. The
parties also agree that the Monitor must be committed to the removal of the
vestiges of segregation within Tennessee's system of public higher education
and to attainment of the objectives of this Agreement.

B. In addition to the general responsibilities described in the Agreement, the
parties believe that the Court should provide the Monitor with the following
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additional duties and powers:

The Monitor shall be authorized to attend the meetings of any committee
created as a result of this Agreement.

1.

The Monitor shall bring to the attention of the parties any occurrences of
non-compliance with the terms of this Agreement. If after first attempting to
resolve the matter with the parties directly, the Monitor in his or her judgment
continues to believe that a party is in non-compliance with the Agreement, then
the Monitor shall so inform the Court.
2.

3. The Monitor shall be permitted to have ex parte contact with the parties and
counsel.

4. The Monitor shall be permitted from time to time to seek the assistance of
nationally-recognized experts in the administration and operation of public
institutions of higher education. These experts would work at the direction of
the Monitor and would provide a judgment regarding the educational
soundness and practicability of any proposals that the Monitor might submit to
the experts. The parties agree that any such experts should be persons who have
never worked at any of the public or private universities in Tennessee.

5. The Monitor shall report to the Court and the parties twice a year on the
status of implementation and the State's compliance with the terms and
objectives of the Agreement. At the time the State moves the Court for a
declaration of unitary status, the Monitor shall also file a final report with the
Court regarding the Monitor's judgment on whether the terms and objectives of
the Agreement have been met.
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6. If requested to do so by the Court, the Monitor shall file a report and
recommendation regarding any issue pending before the Court.

3. The State will be responsible for the reasonable costs of the monitorship .

III. Collection of Data and the Elimination of the DMC

A. The parties agree that the statistical data annually collected and reported in

the Tables of the DMC Report shall be continued for the term of this Agreement
unless the parties and the Monitor agree to discontinue one or more tables. The
parties further agree that within ninety (90) days of the appointment of a
Monitor, counsel and the Monitor shall meet and agree on what other data, if
any, shall be collected and how it should be reported. The data that is collected
must be sufficient to enable the parties to *547 make an assessment about the
effect of the Agreement. The parties further agree that the data to be collected
shall be reported on an annual basis, and that the data is not intended to be a
measure of the State's compliance with the terms of this Agreement.

B. The UT Board, the TBR, and THEC shall annually prepare a narrative
describing the specific actions they and as appropriate their institutions have
taken to implement the terms of this Agreement .

C. The parties agree that the DMC shall be disbanded, and the numeric otherrace goals established by the DMC no longer employed.
E. MISCELLANEOUS

I. Court Jurisdiction and Term of Agreement
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A. The Court shall retain jurisdiction of this case for a period of five years or for

a period of time sufficient to insure compliance with the Agreement's terms. As
recognized in the introduction, the parties agree that with the implementation
of all the provisions of this Agreement, the desegregation of all public
institutions of higher education in Tennessee will be attained, the vestiges of
segregation eliminated, And pursuant to the procedures set forth in (E) (I) (B)
below, the case terminated. At the end of the period of Co1,1rt supervision, this
Agreement shall terminate automatically and without further formality unless
extended by the Court upon appropriate motion. Notwithstanding the term of
this Agreement, the Court shall retain jurisdiction over the payments to be
made by the State to the TSU Endowment until the last agreed-upon payment is
made.

"-J

B. At the end of the five-year period or at such time not sooner than five years
when the State believes it has complied with the terms of this Agreement, the
State, may file a motion for a declaration of unitary status provided that the
terms and objectives of the Agreement have been met. Any party wishing to
oppose unitary status may do so and that party shall bear the burden of showing
that the State has failed to fully carry out the Agreement or that vestiges of de
jure segregation remain. The party objecting to unitary status may move the
Court to permit discovery and for an evidentiary hearing on the issue of unitary
status.

C. The parties recognize that the Court may upon its own initiative or upon the
motion of a party extend or shorten the time of any provision contained in this
Agreement.

II. Reaffirmation of Nondiscriminatory Identity, Practices and

Procedures
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A. Each institution and governing board shall reaffirm its non-discrimination

policies in all aspects of university and college life, including financial aid,
extracurricular activities, hiring and retention of employees, and recruitment
and enrollment of students.

B. Each institution of the TBR and UT systems shall continue currently existing
policies for dealing with issues of racial harassment on campus.

III. Existing Geier Initiatives and Scholarship Program

A. The parties agree that the State shall continue to fund all existing Geier

initiatives and scholarship programs; provided, however, that the existing
programs may be modified or eliminated by the development of new and more
effective initiatives under the provisions of this Agreement. To the extent the
existing Geier scholarship programs have been interpreted to apply only to fulltime students, the parties now agree that those programs *548 shall include
part-time-degree-seeking students as well. In the event any existing Geier
program is found by a court to be inappropriate or unlawful, the State shall use
the funds from that program to support the various requirements of this
Agreement.

IV. Adoption of Provisions from the 1984 Stipulation of
Settlement

A. Except as specifically set out below, the provisions of the 1984 Stipulation of

Settlement are superceded by this Agreement. The provisions listed below are
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specifically retained:

A. "(F) If

either governing board should take any steps in the next five years to
increase admissions and/or retention requirements and to establish minimum
requirements statewide, the Board will:

"1. Conduct

a desegregation impact analysis prior to the implementation of the
new requirements, to ascertain whether these new requirements will have an
adverse impact on black students;

"2. Authorize

institutions to enroll a percentage of new entering classes under
alternative admissions standards, said percentage to be determined periodically
by the appropriate governing board and to be consistent with the objectives of
this [agreement].

\._,I

"(G) Progress in [obtaining the goals of this Agreement] will be a factor in the
review of department heads, deans and vice presidents and vice chancellors by
institutional presidents and chancellors and in the review of presidents and
chancellors by the chief executive officer of each system.
B.

C. "(VII.) The governing boards or the institutions under their jurisdiction will
conduct a desegregation impact analysis prior to implementing any proposals
for the creation of new institutions or initiating changes in the mission of
existing institutions. Defendants commit to implementing no such changes
which would be inconsistent with provisions of this [Agreement] or which
would adversely affect desegregation of higher education in Tennessee.

---

D."(VIII.) Defendants agree that no institution will be identified as a one-race
institution or a predominantly one-race institution in any official university

\ .._ ,/
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publication or in any public statement made in an official capacity by any
administrator of that institution. Each institution mission statement shall refer
to its mission as an institution committed to education of a non-racially
identifiable student body.

E. "(X.) Upon the filing of a motion by any party [or the filing of a report and
recommendation required as a result of this agreement] the Court shall hear
arguments [if necessary] from counsel for all the parties. The Court shall set
[any such hearing] within 60 days [of receipt of the motion or report]."

V. Access to Consultants Prior to Studies Being Conducted and
Opportunity to Comment on Any Desegregation Impact
Analyses

A. The parties agree that in those instances where an outside consultant or

consulting firm is hired to conduct a review or assessment, or to provide
recommendations, that the consultant or consulting firm shall separately
interview the parties or their representatives prior to undertaking the study. The
purpose of these interviews is to ensure the consultant has the broadest possible
access to information and opinion in advance of the study being designed and
implemented.

*549 B. Any desegregation impact study required by the terms of this
Agreement shall be made available to the parties and the Monitor, and the
parties shall have an opportunity to comment thereon.

VI. Attorneys' Fees and Expenses

A. Within 30 days of approval by the Court of this Agreement, the Private
Plaintiffs and Private-Plaintiff Intervenors shall file their statements of fees and
claims for expenses with the State through the Attorney General's Office. These
submissions shall comport with the requirements of 42 U.S.C. § 1988.

B. The State then shall have 120 days to review the submissions and to seek

clarification. Thereafter the State shall inform those moving for attorneys' fees
and expenses what amounts it is prepared to pay voluntarily.

C. If, the State and a movant for attorneys' fees and expenses are unable to agree
on the amount of the payment, then the party seeking fees and expenses shall
move the Court for an award.

VII. Other Provisions

A. By consenting to this Agreement, the Defendants are not admitting that they
are presently in violation of any constitutional or statutory provision of federal
law.

B. The parties consent to the withdrawal without prejudice of all pending

motions in this case.

C. The State shall provide funding to support one new full-time staff position at
the TBR. This position will be held by an individual whose responsibility it shall
be to assist the TBR and its institutions in the implementation of this
Agreement.

D. Ten days after the approval of the Agreement by the Court, the State, through
the Governor's office, shall provide $75,000 in initial funding to the TBR so that
the consultants to be hired under Section B paragraph (I) (B) (1) (a) of this
Agreement can begin to work as soon as they are selected, and the TSU
coordinating committee established under Section B paragraph (I) (A) (1) can
begin its duties.

***
Pursuant to Tenn.Code Ann. § 20-13-103 and as evidenced by the signatures below, the
Governor, the Comptroller of the Treasury, the Speaker of the Senate, the Speaker of the
House and the Attorney General and Reporter authorize settlement in Geier v. Sundquist,
United States District Court, Middle District of Tennessee, Docket# 5077, according to the
terms of the Consent Decree, filed in this cause on this the 19th date of December, 2000 .

NOTES
[1] The following acronyms are used throughout this Agreement: "APSU" Austin Peay State

University; "DA" Doctorate of Arts; "DMC" Desegregation Monitoring Committee; "ETSU"
East Tennessee State University; "MTSU" Middle Tennessee State University; "NSL"
Nashville School of Law; "SREB" Southern Regional Educational Board; "TBR" Tennessee
Board of Regents; "THEC" Tennessee Higher Education Commission; "TSU" Tennessee
State University; "TIU" Tennessee Technological University; "UM" University of Memphis;
"UTC" University of Tennessee Chattanooga; "UTK" University of Tennessee Knoxville;
"UTM" University of Tennessee Martin; "UT" University of Tennessee; "UTIA" University
of Tennessee Institute of Agriculture.
[2] As used throughout this Agreement, the term "nontraditional students" means working
adults generally over the age of 25. The terms "other-race" or "minority students" and
"other-race or minority faculty" refer to white persons at TSU and black persons at the
predominantly white institutions.
[3] These proposals apply to TBR institutions other than TSU unless otherwise noted.
\.J

[4] This provision shall apply to TSU.

[5] Noel-Levitz is a national recognized consulting firm with
expertise in a number of areas related to student recruitment,
retention, and enrollment.
\ ,/
[6] These proposals apply to TBR institutions other then TSU unless
otherwise noted.
[7] This section applies to TSU.

